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Preliminary analysis of a few of the LACIE test sites shows poor to fair 
classification accuracy using the NASA supplied ground truth. A detailed 
accounting of errors indicated that most of the errors occurred on field 
boundaries. This implies that there is some misregistration of the temporal 
band congruencing done by NASA. An experiment which flickered one band 
from one date with the same band from the next date showed as much as a two 
to three resolution cell error in spatial registration. During our next quarter 
of work, we will try to re-register those dates having worst registration. 
An extensive set of experiments with the Rice County test site yielded 
about the same results using: 
(1) raw LANDSAT data 
(2) ratioed LANDSAT data or 
(3) LANDSAT data with soil type regressed out. 
We did find, however, that if we take combined soil type and crop type for 
categories, then the resulting probability distributions seem to be more unimodal. 
On the more positive side we found that spatial post processing of the 
classified image can increase identification accuracy and that a spatial 
clustering of the imagery tends to make much cleaner classified images. 
During the next quarter of work we will do a detailed study of the clustered 
images and relate each cluster to the soil type, weather, crop type based on 
KANSAS crop calendars and manual interpretation of the LANDSAT imagery, 
and the NASA supplied ground truth. We as other investigators, such as 
those in the Institute for Space Studies, feel there are errors in the NASA 
supplied ground truth. By doing a cluster analysis preceeding the spectral­
temporal signature identification there will be a better correspondence 
between the classification results and the crop type and condition really 
occuring on the ground. 
Section 2 describes the preliminary analysis using a 10% sample 
of the data. Section 3 describes the initial table look-up processing of four 
of the five test sites and Section 4 describes the initial spatial clustering done 
on four of the five test sites. The appendices assemble data on the test sites 
as well as some of the detailed results of the preliminary analysis. 
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2.0 RESULTS FROM STATISTICAL PROGRAMS
 
In this section we will give a brief summary of the results obtained using 
some standard statistical programs on the crop inventory project. There are five 
LACIE sites, all in Kansas, involved in this study (see Appendix Al for coordinates). 
Of the five sites involved we have chosen three, Rice county, Morton county and 
Sqline county, to put through a preliminary analysis. Rice county has been analyzed 
in some detail and the results will be discussed in the body of this section. 
2.1 Preparing Data for Analysis 
We received a tape for each study site, from NASA, which contained the 
ERTS images for that site from a number of dates in the 1973-1974 crop year. These 
images had already been registered by NASA. The images on these tapes were then 
converted to the proper format to use by the KANDIDATS system on the PDP-15 
by Gary Minden. It was then necessary to find that portion of the image that just 
covered the study site. 
In order to find the study sites on the image it was necessary to use black 
and white transparencies of the whole ERTS frame containing the study site. First 
the study site was found on the transparency with the band that gave the best con­
trast. This was done by locating landmarks on maps of the area and then finding 
them on the transparency. The area of the study site would then be marked off in 
grease marker on the transparency. After locating the study site on the trans­
parency, sections of the image stored on discpacks on the PDP-15 would be 
placed out on the IDECS television display using the KANDIDATS package of 
image processing routines. Then features on the marked off area on the trans­
parency would be searched for on the TV image. By this method the section of 
the image containing the study site was found and a subimage containing the 
study site was created for further manipulation. 
After finding the study site on the digital image stored on the disc, it 
was necessary to overlay the ground truth. Since there were only two bands 
of ground truth (crop type and soil type), these were manipulated to fit the ERTS 
image patterns. It was necessary to rotate and slightly distort the ground truth to 
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overlay the ERTS images. 1 This was done by trial and error, visually on the IDECS, 
using the KANDIDATS package on the PDP-15 to compute the rotations and dis­
tortions. Appendices B, C, and D contain the details of the rotations and dis­
tortions of Rice, Morton, and Saline counties respectively. 
With the ground truth bands and the ERTS images registered, it was 
possible to take samples of the images. Initially random samples of about 10% 
of the observation vectors were taken. These were written out, in their raw 
form on a tape in a format compatible with the Honeywell 600 series computer 
(actually in Honeywell system standard format). The sample of observation 
vectors was then sorted by a program written in FORTRAN 6000 into groups on 
the basis of drop type. This set of sorted vectors could be written out on a time 
share file for analysis by time share programs, or punched on cards or written 
onto tape, for analysis by batch processing (all on the Honeywell 635). 
2.2 Types of Analysis Used 
Three different packages have been used to date and the use of a fourth 
is planned. The BMDP package (Dixon, 1975), the KANDIDATS package 
(Johnson, 1973), and a package of time sharing j~rograms developed by Peter 
Neely at the KUCC have been used. 
I 
The programs used were BMDP9D, a general data describing program, 
BMDP7M, a discriminant analysis program (Dixon, 1975); REGRESS, a step 
wise regression program, CANCORR, a canonical correlation program, 
PRINCOMP, a principal components analysis, (Neely 1973-1974); and 
various routines in the KANDIDATS package. 
2.3 Results 
Intensive analysis has been carried out on the Rice county site. 
Figures 2.1a - 2. ld show the four original ERTS bands, for the four dates over 
the Rice county test site. Initially the BMDP7M discriminant analysis program 
was used on the raw data. The control cards, and selected parts of the results 
Ground truth data for the LACIE sites have been congruenced to the MSS CCT 
by the following procedure. The ground truth image was rotated by 16-1B° 
in a counter-clockwise direction and the upper left corner was "stretched" 
upward and to the left. The centroid of rotation is irrelevant since the 
ground truth data was later translated to fit the image data. "Stretching" 
was required to obtain a better bit between the ground truth and image data. 
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are in Appendix BB1. Six variables were entered, the F - matrix and the classi­
fication functions are also given in Appendix BBI. The Jackknifed classification 
gives a total of 46.2% correct classification, with 75.6% of the corn being 
correctly classified, 39.7% of the wheat being correctly classified, 37.5% of 
the grass, 28.8/c of the summer fallow, 14.3% of the non-agricultural and 43.2% 
of the grain sorghum being correctly classified. This poor rate of success cried 
out for an explanation. Three possibilities suggested themselves: 
1. 	 the different soil types were contributing to the variation 
in the ERTS reflectivities which increased within crop 
type variation in reflectivity; 
2. 	 the atmospheric effects were contributing random 
variation to each ERTS band; or 
3. 	 those observations mis-classified were edges, or 
places where ground truth was incorrect or had 
changed during the time period understudy. 
To test the idea that the soil types were contributing to within group variation 
of crop types, each ERTS band was regressed onto soil type, using the REGRESS 
program of the KUCC time sharing system. The equations of all significant 
regressions were used to calculate the residuals for the various bands and these 
residuals were used in a rum of BMDP7M. Appendix BB2 contains the selected 
results of this run. This lead to a 47.1% total correct classification, a non­
significant increase in the total percentage of correct classification. There 
was actually a 6% decrease in the number of grass observations correctly 
classified ! There was a 1 0 increase in the number of summer fallow correctlyT/ 
classified and non-sTgnificant changes for the other categories. Next, straight 
ratioing of the data was tried (Appendix BB3). This time the program went 7 
steps, i.e., included 7 variables, but the total correct classification was 
46.4%. The percentage of correct classifications of winter wheat, grass, 
and 	corn increased and that of summer fallow and grain sorghum decreased. 
Thus it seems that tf atmospheric interference is causing an increase in 
variation within crop types it is not corrected by straight ratioing. Figure 
2.2 shows the change in percentage of correct classifications for the three 
different treatments of the data discussed above, as the variables are entered. 
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As a result of the above analysis, it was clear that there was not a 
reliable method for removing excessive error variance that did not take into 
account the confusing effects of soil-crop-date interaction. In order to find 
out the nature of the problem, BMDP9D, a general data description program, 
was used to look at the effects of classifying the observations on crop type alone, 
soil type alone, and cross classifying by soil and crop type. When only one 
criteria was used to classify the observations, most of the distributions were 
multi-modal. However, when both criteria were used to cross classify, the 
distributions were unimodal, according to the crude histograms produced by 
BMDPPD. To illustrate this look at Figure 2.3, This shows the mean and one 
standard deviation limits for ERTS reflectivity for each soil type within a date 
for band 4 for winter wheat in Rice county. As can be seen there is considerable 
variation within a date in the means for different soil types. Not only this, but 
the relation between the means for different so;l types within a date is not the 
same from one date to the next. Now if you look at Figure 2.4, you see that 
the effect of soil is not the same within a date for different crop types. Thus 
there is a time-soil interaction (Figure 2.3) arid a crop-soil interaction 
(Figure 2.4). It is not possible to look for the three way crop-soil-time 
interaction with a graph, but we must use a statistical test. Figure 2.5a to 
Figure 2.5v show further the variation in crop signatures for the six crop 
classes to Rice county. 
Forgetting the problems addressed above, there are two other methods 
of improving the total percentage of correct classification. These are: 
1. 	 do not use categories that are rare to calculate the 
discriminant function; 
2. 	 use prior probabilities, which describe the relative 
frequencies "known" to be present, to weight the 
decision rule. 
Appendix BB4 shows the result of not using the category "non-agricultural" 
to calculate the discriminant functions. In this case , the percentage correct 
was 49.9, about a 4% improvement. If one used prior probabilities (Appendix 
BB5) then the total percentage correct was 61.2, a 15% improvement. When 
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both prior probabilities and the deletion of the non-agricultural category were com­
bined, the total correct percentage classification was 61.9. Thus, the best improve­
ment was obtained by using prior probabilities of class frequency. 
Another way of dealing with the problems created when there are more than 
one criteria for classifying ones groups (in this case soil and crop type) is to com­
bine the two criteria into one and use linear contrasts to pick out the groups one 
wants to contrast. The results of one set of contrasts is shown in Appendix BB7. 
Here there was a 35.5% total correct classification. This is not too bad since 
there are three times as many groups (potentially, that is, actually there are 
some categories missing such as grass on soil type I) and thus, more types of 
error are possible. Since we are interested in crop type only, and the contrast 
we used only looked at crop type differences we can ignore the type of error 
where winter wheat on soil type I got classified as winter wheat on soil type 2. 
Ignoring this type of error, the total correct classification was increased to 
51 .0% . Since non-agricultural was excluded from calculating this equation, 
there was only a 1% increase in correct classification. Remember that leaving 
non-agricultural out increased correct classification from 46 .2% to 49 .9%. 
It may be that using a different contrast would improve the percentage of correct 
classification even more. 
A canonical correlation analysis was carried out to see what percentage 
of the variation in the two ground truth parameters would be explained by 
variation in the ERTS bands. With the rank of the ERTS band matrix reduced to 
5, from 16, 27.33% of the variation in the ground truth bands was determined 
by variation in the ERTS bands. 
At this point we will return to consider the third source of error mentioned 
above, i.e., edge effects and ground truth errors. Since BMDP7M gives a listing 
of all individuals and the group to which they were assigned and the group to 
which they actually belong it was possible to find the coordinates of those 
observations which were not classified correctly. Using a routine that can put 
a marker on the IDECS screen, the bad classifications were located on a symbolic 
map of the crop types. It was found that most of the bad classifications for ob­
servations that were winter wheat, corn, grass or summer fallow were on edges. 
This was not the case with grain sorghum. Observations that were in the middle 
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of grain sorghum fields were misclassified. It should be noted that there were a ­
series of bad floods in the crop year '73-74 and parts of some fields were damaged, 
some crops were replanted. In one field that was damaged some of the classifica­
tion errors were from observations in the damaged area. 
Based on the above.analysis, there are a number of procedures that might 
help improve the rate of correct classification. First, a more accurate method of 
overlaying ground truth and ERTS bands should decrease the error due to edge 
effects, also, using the shrink and fill options on KANDIDATS should help this 
problem. Secondly, it would help to have a large enough area to sample so 
that rare categories would have a large sample size. Alternately, rare categories 
could be eliminated from the function as was done above. Also, in this particular 
case it seemed that there were basically only three distinguishable categories 
(winter wheat, corn, grain sorghum), perhaps the use of more images from through­
out the growing period would help, or-the use of some different spectral bands. 
In statistical techniques, it may be necessary to use a logistic or quadratic 
discriminant function. These are much more complicated to compute. It may be 
that some transformation of the ERTS bands will give better classification, but 
this would be largely trial and error. 
In the analysis of Morton county, the original BMDP7M analysis gave 
74.1% total correct classification and 16 variables were included in the dis­
criminmnt function. Soil type was a variable included in the discriminant function, 
actually the fifth variable entered. This is in contrast to the Rice county study 
which did not use soil type as a discriminating variable. In studying the results 
of the Morton county analysis (Appendix CCI) it is clear that there is a much 
better discrimination than for Rice county. On the other hand, both Morton 
and Rice counties are much better classified than Saline county (Appendices 
DDI and DD2). In Saline county, soil type was the first variable to be used to 
discriminate crop types, and only one ERTS band was used. This produced only 
43.4% correct classification. The increase in percent correct classification 
from Saline to Rice to Morton counties is correlated with the number of ERTS 
scenes available for that county. This supports the hypothesis that more scenes 




Figures 2.6a and 2.6b show the ground truth for soil 
and crop types for Rice County. 
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discriminating in the Saline county site (Appendix DD2), the percentage of 
correct classification drops to 22. 8 /o. If one were to use the Rice study as a 
g uide, the addition of a June observation to the Saline county site would have 
improved the classification. 
The Morton and Saline county sites need to be studied in more detail 
before much more can be said about them. Following are a list of things 
that have been done but which have not been included in this report, or dis­
cussed in it. BMDP9D analysis has been done on both Morton and Saline 
counties. Black and white and color slides have been made of all of the Rice 
county bands, ERTS and ground truth. 
2.4 Effects of Soils on Crop Classification 
The soil ground truth used in the analysis to date has consisted of 
rankings of agricultural suitability, taken from Figures 2.7a - 2 .7c. Un­
fortunately, a number of different textures of soil (and presumably of different 
reflectance) may be included under the same ranking for agricultural suitability. 
For example, in Figures 2.7a and 2.6a you can see that the area marked 19BxI 
is classified the same as area 20Bx2, while in actuality they have different 
sources, denoted by the codes 19B and 20B and different textures denoted by the 
horizontal versus diagonal hatching. Figures 2.7b-2.7e show the soil, ground 
truth for the Morton, Saline, Finney and Ellis sites respectively.' In the 
analysis of Rice county as you recall an interaction between the soil type and 
crop type was discovered which prevented using the simple regression of band 
against soil to remove the effect of soil on reflectance. The use of a more 
relevant soil classification will probably not change this, although, it may make 
it more susceptible to analysis. 
It is reasonable to expect each plant type to react differently to given 
soil types. This is because not only are the plants physiologically different, 
but differences in the character of the soil, such as the ability to hold water, 
the ability to drain excess water, etc., will effect such general properties 
as the rate and stage of growth at a particular date after planting, and the 
length of time necessary for the crop to mature. Thus, to accurately include 
the effect of soil type one would need sufficient variables to indicate the 
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reflectance of bare soil., and the plant soil interaction. However, it is more 
complicated than this, because weather interacts with soil type to effect not 
only the reflectance of the bare soil at a given time, but also to create a 
weather, soil, crop interaction. It is easy to imagine the complicated types of 
interaction between soil type, topography, and crop type for various extreme 
weather types. 
2.4 Crop-Soil-Weather Interactiors 
Above, we have suggested some of the ways our analysis may be com­
plicated by interaction. It would probably be futile to try and use the variation 
in weather from site to site, within a year to discover the effect of weather. 
This is because the general soil types vary from county to county (Table 2.1) 
and there is little concordance in source or texture of soils from site to site 
(Table 2.2 and Figures 2.7b-2.7e). Thus, within a year, the effect of 
weather would be confused by the soil-crop type interaction. The only way 
to resolve the problem is to have data from a number of years from a particular 
site. Then it would be possible to resolve the effects of crop type, weather, 
and soil type on reflectance for a particular site. If the ERTS images were 
collected at the same time for all of the sites thus removing the effects of look 
angle and sun elevation it might be possible to remove the effects of site by 
using Longitude and Latitude as covariates in the discriminant analysis. From 
a report by M. Jay Harnage, HC/75/102 at the Houston NASA Center it can be 
seen that solar angle can have a significant effect on the image contrast as a 
function of band wavelength. Thus, the fact that images of different sites were 
t aken not only on different dates, but also at different solar angles would have 
a confusing effect on trying to develop a site free discriminant method. This 




This table of general soil types was taken from a map of soils for the state of 
Kansas, compiled by 0. W. Bidwell, Kansas Agricultural Experimental 
Station and C. W. McBee, Soil Conservation Service, Saina, KS., 1973. 
Published by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State 
University, Manhattan. 
Site Soil Types Description 
Saline Co. Ustolls, Usterts, and Udolls Deep, moderately deep, and shallow, 
dark grayish brown and very darkgrayish brown silt loams, silty 
clay loams, and silty clays; depth 
to secondary carbonates, more 
than 36 inches. 
Rice Co. Ustalfs, Ustolls, and Aquolls Deep dark grayish brown loams 
and fine sandy foams and pale­
brown loamy fine sands; depth to 
secondary carbonates, more than 
36 inches. 
Ellis Co. Ustolls 6nd Usterts Deep and moderately deep, dark 
grayish brown silt loarns and 
moderately deep gray clays; depth 
to secondary carbonates, less 
than 36 inches. 
Morton Co. & Ustolls, Orthents, and Deep, grayish brown and dark 
Finney Co. Ustalfs grayish brown silt looms; depth
to secondary carbonates and 




This table of soil sources was taken from the maps listed in Appendices B, C, 
and D. 
Site Source 
Saline Co. Stream terrace deposits 
Rice Co. Stream terrace deposits, old alluvium and wind reworked 
sands, old alluvium and wind laid sands 
Ellis Co. Loess; Loeis, Limy shales, old alluvium 
Finney Co. Outwash loess, lacustrine deposits, terrace deposits 
Morton Co. Loess, old alluvium, old alluvium sands 
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3.0 PATTERN DISCRIMINATION WITH A BAYES TABLE LOOK-UP RULE 
Four test sites were processed using the table look-up rule. These 
were Rice, Saline, Morton and Finney counties. Sites were typically processed 
in the following manner: 
(1) 	 Ground truth for crop type was separated after registration and 
edited. Editing consisted of removing categories of rare occurence 
and shrinking the description of each ground truth region. This 
has the effect of removing ground truth, and hence statistics 
gathering, from the edges of fields. Hopefully, the training 
statistics will be improved. 
(2) 	 An error rate measure was run for all band pairs for each site. 
This gave a measure of which band pairs would produce the best 
results for discrimination. The best band pairs for each site are 
given in succeeding sections. 
(3) -The three best band pairs were used in the table look-up pro­
cessing. Several levels of error parameters were applied to each 
image. The results are reported in the following sections. 
(4) 	 The best bands were rotated onto the principle axis by a prin­
cipal component analysis. The resultant image was then used as 
input to steps (2) and (3) above. 
In addition some spatial processing of the resultant category.map was experimented 
with for Rice County. The spatial processing reduced the error rate. 
The following sections outline the specific processing parameters for the 
four test sites. 
3.1 Supervised Discrimination of Rice County Image 
The image for Rice county was intensely studied. Several band pair sets 
were tried along with several different decision rules. The following band pairs 
were used with a majority vote decision rule: 
MSS Band 5/Jul. 74 - MSS Band 7/Jul.74 
MSS Band 4/Oct. 73 - MSS Band 6/Oct. 73 
MSS Band 4/Apr. 74 - MSS Band 6/Apr. 74 
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Equal prior probabilities were assumed for each category and a majority vote 
table look-up rule was used. 
Mis/False Parameters % Mis-identification % False identification 
aa # categories error error 
0.0 0.1 8 48 68 
0.0 0.1 6 48 43 
.021 .3 6 44 46 
.014 .2 6 47 - 43 
A second step involved 	using the intersection table look-up rule with different 
band pairs. 
Input Parameters Band Pairs %Misidentification WFalse Identificatio, 
1 a I categories error error 
.021 .3 8 MSS band 4/Oct. 73-MSS band 4/Apr. 74, 51 76
 
MSS band 6/Oct. 73-MSS band 6/Apr. 74
 
.021 .3 8 MSS band 5/Oct. 73-MSS band 5/Apr. 74, 49 74
 
MSS band 7/Oct. 73-MSS b-nd 7/Apr. 74
 
.021 .3 . 8 MSS bond 4/Apr. 73-vSS b nd 4/Jun. 74, 50 72
 
MSS band 7/Apr. 73-MSS bcnd 6/Jun. 74,
 
.021 .3 8 MSS band 5/Apr. 74-MSS be'nd 5/Jun. 74, 49 72 
MSS band 7/Apr. 74-MSS band 7/Jun. 74 
.021 .3 8 MSS band 4/un. 74-MSS bond A/Jul. 74, 46 69 
ASS band 6/Jun. 74-MSS band 6/Jul. 74 
.021 .3 8 MSS band 5/Jun. 74-MSS bind 5/Jul. 74, 45 68 
MSS band 7/Jun. 74-MSS b=nd 7/Jul. 74 
.028 .4 4 	 MSS band 5/Apr. 74-MSS band 5/Jun. 74, 41 17 
MSS band 6/Jun. 74-M5S band 5/Jul. 74, 
MPSS band 7/Jun. 74-MSS band 7/Jul. 74 
.021 .3 4 MSS band 5/Apr. 74-MSS bond 5/Jun. 74, 43 18 
MSS band 6/Jun. 74*MSS bond S/Jul. 74, 
MSS bond 7/Jun. 74-MSS band 7/Jul. 74 
In the last two experiments the categories wheat, grain sorghum, corn and summer 
fallow were retained. Most of the error occured due to mis-dentification of 
summer fallow and grain sorghum. The principal components of the Rice image 
were found and the image date projected onto the principal axis. The error 
rate measure showed axis pairs 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 would produce the least 
error. The minimum error from these trials was 26%. 
Spatial post-processing was tried with the Rice image. This was a re­
assignment of the categories based on geometric considerations. The first spatial 
operation on a category 	map was to change to reserve decision category assignments 
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of resolution cells whose neighbors differed. If a resolution cell has more than 
n neighboring resolution cells whose assignment is different, then its category 
assignment becomes reserved. This has the effect of eliminating small regions 
from the classified image. The shrunken map is then iteratively filled back 
assigning resolution cells of reserved decision to the categories of its nearest 
assigned neighbor. The shrink-fill operation typically increases classification 
accuracy. Note the decrease in error percentage with a shrink with a maximum 
of 1 dissimilar neighbor and a fill. 
Bayes Number of Dissimilar Neighbors 
Bayes Type Bond Pairs error for Shrink Followed by I Fill
ml;/false filled 4 3 2 I 0 
intersection MSS bond 5/Jul. 74-MSS bond 7/Jul. 74 31/24 34/27 34/27 34/24 36/25 35/15 43/19
table look-up MSS bond 4/Oct. 73"MSS band 4/Apr. 74 
rule MSS band 4/Jun. 74-MSS band 4/Jul. 74 
majority MSS band 5/Jul.74-MSS band 7/Jul. 74 35/28 36/29 36/29 35/22 35/18 35/17 39/16 
vote MSS band 4/Oct. 73-MSS band 4/Apr. 74 
table look-up MSS band 4/Jun. 74-MSS band 4/Jul. 74 
rule 
Examples of contingency tables are given in Tables 3.1.1 and 3.1.2
 




3.2 Supervised Discrimination of Saline County Image 
The Saline county image was processed using fewer different parameters. 
There is some problem with the NASA date-to-date registration of this inage set. 
This problem can be corrected at a later time. The error rate step selected the 
following band pairs as best for the discrimination step: 
MSS band 4/Oct. 73-MSS band 6/Oct. 73 
MSS band 4/Oct. 73-MSS band 4/Apr. 74 
MSS band 4/Jul. 74-MSS band 6/Jul. 74 
The errors are listed below. 
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR RICEBGCMB -19 RICEEKB13 - I SCALE FACTOR 10f 0 
= .028 c= .4 
COL :A8SIGN CAT ROW : TRLE CAT 
R MN SEFAL TOTAL #ERR XER XSD ff, OF noERDEC PEAT 
ORIGWt PAGE 18 POOu 
LWO 3056 2188 795 348 110 6497 0 0 0 
MlEAT 2M 441 32 19 12 715 63 13 1 
GM 192 106 211 7 3 519 116 35 1 
CORN 136 2 11 259 0 408 13 5 0 
SIFAL 60 41 20 0 22 143 61 73 4 
TOTAL 3655 2778 1069 633 147 8282 253 31 " 0 
ERR 0 149 63 26. 15 253 ifm i*u***i 
XEFR 0 25 23 9 41 *24+*i-- j4--i4*** 





CWffTINOEY TABLE FOR RICEB&US -19 RICESBII3 - I SCALE FACTOR 10*4 0 
1= .028 cc=.4 
L.= ASSIG CAT ROW = TRLE CAT 
RDEC WAT OSM CORN SLFAL TOTAL $IM X ERR XSD 
W4 0 4581 1092 776 48 6497 0 0 0
 
MfAT 0 681 21 13 0 715 34 5 0
 
OR 0 188 298 33 0 519 221 43 2
 
CORN 0 39 8 360 1 408 48 12 1
 
SFAL 0 82 31 1 29 143 114 80 3
 
TOTAL 0 5571 1450 1183 78 8282 417 35 0 
IM 0 309 60 47 1 417 ill!!***** 
X EI 0 31 17 12 3 15 M4l M I M 




Bayes Parameter % Mis-identification % False identification 
a error error 
.028 .4 74 67 
.0315 .45 73 70 
.035 .5 71 72 
The following categories were retained for processing: wheat, gross, corn, soy­
beans, non-agriculture and grain sorghum. Further work must be done to register 
the image correctly and try to improve the results. 
3.3 	 Supervised Discrimination of Morton County Image 
The Morton county image was processed along the steps outlined above. 
The 	error rate measure selected the following bands for further processing. 
MSS band 5/May 9, 74-MSS band 7/May 9, 74 
MSS band 5/May 27, 74-MSS band 7/May 27, 74 
MSS band 5/Jul. 74-MSS band 7/Jul. 74 
The Bayes decision rule used the following parameters with corresponding results. 
Bayes Parameter % Mis-identification % False identification 
a error errorc
.0245 .35 25 16 
.028 .40 27 18 
.0315 .45 28 20 
.035 .50 29 22 
.0385 .55 28 23 
.042 .7 29 	 26 
The categories wheat, grass, corn, summer fallow, grain sorghum and rye were 
retained for processing. Most of the error occured in discriminating grain 
sorghum 	and rye. 
The contingency 	table for the first entry is shown below. 
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CtOiTINGENCY TABLE FOR ItJRTBGCMB -23 MCRTBQBYO - I SCALE FACTOR 10-4 0 
S=.0245 a = .35 
COL = ASSIGN CAT ROW = TRUE CAT 
RDEC MAT GRASS CORN SUFAL GS RYE TOTAL ER X ERR X S 
IWJ 8593 2085. 505 141 1392 72 17 12805 0 0 0 
*-EAT 1931 1962 1 0 89 0 2 3985 92 4 0 
G7ASS 529 7 490 0 2 0 0 1028 9 2 0 
CO4 541 4 0 175 6 14 0 740 24 12 0 
SUFAL 1583 9. 3 5 1521 2 4 3127 23 1 0 
GM 194 1 0 2 10 13 0 2:20 13 50 1 
RE 161 27 0 0 47 0 16 251 74 82 2 
TUTAL13532 4095 999 323 3D67 101 39 22156 235 25 0 
Fs 0 48 4 7 154 16 6 235 ; 
I RR 0 2 1 4 . 9 55 27 16 H i i M 
The nine best bands selected by the error rate program were used for 
principal components. In addition to those listed above MSS band 4/Jul. 74, 
MSS band 6/Jul. 74 and MSS band 5/Oct. 73 were used. The first three 
principal component axes were used for Bayes discrimination. The results are 
below. 
Bayes Parameters %Mis-identification %False identification 
a error error 
35
.028 .4 40 
.0315 .45 40 38 
.035 .5 40 38 
The principal component results do not show any improvement over using the raw 
data image. Further work will be in the areas of using the shrink-fill operation 
to improve accuracy and finding the error measure for the principal component 
image. 
3.4 Supervised Discrimination of Finney County Image 
The last site processed was that occuring in Finney county. Again the 
steps outlined above were followed for this site. The error rate measure selected 
the following band pairs. 
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MSS band 5/Oct. 73-MSS band 7/Oct. 73 
MSS band 5/Apr. 74-MSS band 7/Apr. 74 
MSS band 5/Jul. 74-MSS band 7/Jul. 74 
Five categories were retained for the Finney image: wheat, gross, corn, summer 
follow and grain sorghu. The image was processed with the Bayes discrimination 
rule with the following results: 
Bayes Parameters %Mis-identification % False identification 
a error error 
.0245 .35 25 18 
.028 .4 26 18 
.0315 .45 24 18 
.035 .5 24 18 
.0385 .55 21 20 
Following is the contingency table for the first entry above. 
8=.0245 c=.35 -
COL: ASSIGN CAT ROW = TRIE CAT 
RDEC QFAT GRAS CORN STAL GDO-RG TOTAL fERR ERR X SD 
1WN19483 2063 621 2501 158 606 25432 0 0 0 





















SBFL 505 5 12 21 26 3 572 41 61 1 
GS[R 637 8 0 42 0 77 764 50 39 0 
TUTAL3435 2812 774 3607 194 714 31536 203 25 0 
EV_- 0 43 30 89 10 31 203 fill +**4* 
ZEIR 0 6 20 8 28 29 18 H*H n4IH*4 --
The above six bands were used for principal component analysis and the-error rate 






Using these pairs with the Bayes process produced the following: 
Bayes Parameters %Mis-identification % False identification 
a3 # categories errorc 	 error 
.028 .4 5 50 36 
.0315 .45 5 48 51 
.035 .5 5 48 51 
Clearly the principal components has not improved over the raw data. 
3.5 	 Supervised Discrimination Summary 
The supervised discrimination process has shown poor results so far. Part 
of the cause may be poor date-to-date and ground truth to image registration. 
An attempt was made to reducethe effect of mis-registration by shrinking the 
ground truth regions. 
The processing has shown the temporal data to be important, typically 
choosing images from October, April-May and July for best results. The red 
(MSS 5) and second Infrared (MSS 7) bands seem to produce the best results. 
The Bayes pattern discrimination process has shown wheat to be fairly 
well classified in all instances (see contingency tables) and grain sorghum tends 
to be confused with corn, wheat and summer fallow. Summer follow is confused 
with almost every other category. 
Initial studies with the geometric category modification, shrink-fill, 
show a,decrease by as much as 9% in the error percentage. Further work will 





Because of the high error rate in the misclassification of summer fallow 
and grain sorghum crop types, some unsupervised clustering was performed on 
four of the LACIE test sites. As the term implies, unsupervised clustering 
allows the processing of data without apriori knowledge of the ground truth for 
the area. After the clustering is done, an analysis can be made to see which 
group corresponds to which category. As a lot of summer fallow fields were 
being classified as wheat, the ground truth for some of the test sites was a 
suspect. A study using unsupervised clustering would allow us to check if 
the spectral signatures of these fields were similar or not. As yet a quantitative 
analysis has not been done yet, but Figures 4 . la and 4.16 show us a qualitative 
result of clustering on the Rice and Saline test sites. 
In order to understand th6 clustering process, a brief description of the 
program follows. The clustering is really done in two steps. In the first section, 
spatial clustering is performed to determine spectrally homogenous areas in the 
image. This part of the process involves generating the gradient image, which 
emphasizes the boundaries. The gradient image is then thresholded. The 
resolution cells comprising the interior of a field have similar spectral signatures, 
and thus form a homogenous area. In the gradient image this shows up as low 
values. On the other hand, at the boundaries of the fields there is large 
variation in the signature, which corresponds to high gradient values. Thus by 
single level thresholding of the gradient image and some noise cleaning it is 
possible to determine the homogenous regions in the image. 
The second stage involves the clustering of the homogenous areas which 
have similar signature. The similarity of signatures is measured by the Eucledian 
distance function in the multidimensional space defined by the ERTS bands of 
the original image. This is an iterative process. In each iteration the clusters 
from the previous iteration are reduced to a smaller number by further grouping, 
depending on some control parameters that the user enters. 
In addition to the functions described in the previous paragraphs, some 
preprocessing functions like quantization and contrast enhancing were also 
performed on the image. These tend to improve the result of the spatial 
clustering routines. 
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In the processing of the LACIE test sites two points emerged which bear 
special mention. The first is directly related to the accuracy of the spatial 
clustering process. The gradient function is defined to operate on a multi­
band image, as each of the test site images are. However, using all the 
bands on all the dates would give a poor result, unless registration of these 
bands is exact. This certainly is not the case. The IDECS display facilities 
allows one to compare different bands and/or dates by flickering from one image 
to another. On doing so, it was seen that on the average the registration was 
off by one to two cells, between dates. However, using bands from one date 
only, though it gives a passable result, does not make use of the additional 
information that is there. For example, using pre and post wheat harvest dates 
gives a much better definition of the field boundaries than just one of the dates. 
Also MSS bands 5 and 7 have a better spatial definition than bands 4 or 6. Thus 
keeping these points in mind one has to compromise by using as few bands as 
possible, to minimize registration error, but nevertheless pick enough bands 
from suitable dates. 
The second fact that emerged-from this study was that by doubling every 
resolution cell vertically and horizontally, the result is enhanced considerably. 
Two sets of clustering were done on the Saline image. One on the original image, 
while the second on an image which had been expanded by a factor of two both 
horizontally and vertically. This increased the spatial sampling by a factor of 
four. It was found that the spatial clustering not only picked up more fields;' 
but the shapes of the fields were better. While this process increases the exec­
tion time on the computer, it is of value to work with the expanded image and 
also to find out if even larger sampling size helps much more or not. 
4.1 Unsupervised Clustering of Rice County Image 
The spatial clustering for the Rice image was done in quite a different 
manner than for Morton, Saline and Finney. Instead of using the quantized 
ERTS bands as data for the process, the first four bands of the spatially expanded 
principal component image of Rice county were taken. Further a two by two cell 
rectangular convolution was performed on the image. This was then followed by 
the clustering steps described above. The spatial clustering generated 155 
spectrally homogenous regions which were then clustered down to 17 groups in 8 
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iterations. Spatial generalization was then performed using the FILL command 
in KANDIDATS. This involves assigning of labels to unclassified cells based 
on the category assignments of their neighbors. The final image was compressed 
by a factor of 2, both horizontally and vertically, to bring it back to its 
original size. Figure 4. la shows as this result, as photographed from the IDECS 
display. Because of lack of contrast on the screen, it is not possible to see all 
the 17 categories on the photograph. It only serves to give a qualitative idea 
of the product. For a quantitative analysis either the color display is used, or 
a line printer map of the region is generated. 
4.2 Unsupervised Clustering of Saline County Image 
The Saline test site image consists of images registered over three dates 
as given in Appendix D. For tir spatial clustering part only MSS band 5 and 
7 of the July date were chosen. This was because the registration between 
dates did not seem adequate. For the one date, it was felt that the post 
harvest picture would be best for showing the fixed boundaries. This process 
resulted in 506 homogenous regions for the spatially expanded image. This 
does not mean that there are 506 fields in the image. It is likely that different 
parts of a field have different signatures, and therefore come up as different 
regions., This is no problem however, for if the signatures are close enough, 
the corresponding regions will be put together during the clustering process. 
The Euclidean space clustering brought the 506 regions down to 21 
classes in 7 iterations. Figure 4.1b shows this image after spatial generaliza­
tion and compression. 
4.3 Unsupervised Clustering of Morton County Image 
The Morton county image was also clustered twice. In both cases, 
spatially expanded images were used. For the first process MSS bands 5 
and 7 of the May 9th and July 2nd dates (Appendix C) were chosen, while in 
the second run MSS bands 5 and 7 of the October and July dates were chosen. 
In addition a 2x2 convolution was also applied to the data before processing. 
The spatial results of the two processes were considerably different. The first 
one yielded 225 regions, while the second gave 607. It is felt this difference 
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was due to the different dates used. The wheat fields show up quite different 
on the pre and post harvest images of the second run, than they do in the first. 
This supports the idea that a judicious choice of dates is important. 
For the measurement or Euclilean space clustering for the first run, 
MSS bands 5 and 7 of May 9th and July 2nd dates were used. However, for 
the second run bands 5 and 7 for all five dates were used to describe the spectral 
signature. It should be noted here that any misregistration between dates is not 
critical for this operation. We are only looking at cells which define the interior 
or homogenous parts of regions, and not cells at the boundaries, where registration 
is essential. 
For the two runs, 225 and 607 regions were reduced to 35 and 23 
classes in 3 and 10 iterations, respectively. Unfortunately, photographs of 
these two images are not available in time to put in this quarterly report. 
4.4 	 Unsupervised Clustering of Finney County Image 
The clustering on the Finney image was performed in a similar manner 
as the second clustering run for the Morton image. The homogenous region image 
was obtained using spatially expanded MSS bands 5 and 7 of the October and 
July dates (Appendix E). This yielded 1148 homogenous regions. For the 
second stage the signature selection was made from MSS bands 5 and 7 for 
all five dates. The 1148 regions were grouped into 29 classes in 10 iterations. 
Photographs of the clustered results were not available in time to put them in 
this quarterly report. 
4.5 	 Clustering Summary 
Spatial clustering has been done for four of the five intensive test sites. 
A detailed analysis of the clustering results and a comparison of them with the 
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APPENDIX Al 
TEST SITES' COORDINATES 
Corners of Sites 
NW NE SW SE 
Counties 
Rice Lat. 380181 38018! 38015' 38015' 
Long. 98014 ' 98011V 98014 ' 98011! 
Morton Lat. 37018 37018 ' 37013 ' 37°13' 
Long. 101055 101049- 101055". 101049, 
Saline Lat. 380531 38053! 38o51' 380513 
Long. 97o301 97027 97o301 970270 
Finney Lat. 38006' 38006' 38°02' 38002' 
Long. 1010051 100058 ' 101005' 1000581 
Ellis Lat. 380513 38051' 38048' 38048 
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Rice County LACIE Intensive Study Site
 
Computer compatible tape coordinates
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fotation and distortion parameters for ground truth bands to overly ERTS
 
bands. 
+ 16.50 Rotation 
Vertical Stretch .0875 pel/pel at upper left.
 
Horizontal Stretch .05714 pel/pel at upper left.
 
Soil types taken from map of Rice County reconnaissance soil conservation
 
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C., 1946.
 
Crop types were identified from land use data collected by ASCS, June,
 
1974-,prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
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APPENDIX BB1 
Discriminant Analysis of RICE County Using 
Original Raw Data 
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WINTWH GRASS CORN 
GR .AS. 4 10 4 . .. . . .... . 
C0R, j41. 19 3..3 
Sfp4FAL--- 6P2-4;- 4f4 -7-8E 
mNo AG 1,52 1,73 14,41 

























052 0,j785 .....-0696 T- -­C,071'-
D';42131 0;05637 0,21 18 0,14272 
74G5-0745993 - i -308F------UT78O07 
0,25016 0.26652 0,36275 0,36743 
I2953-----4-374 ---­














---G ASS ... 40.5 96500--T 31 c 38 26± 
CORN 76 5 4 15 9, 3 1 










2 3 35 ...... 8B... 






WINTWHUT 39.7 94 32 12 38 27

"---ASSF-37 77 6 4 2 
CORN 75,6 4 16 9 
"--SUHAL()--288- 3 - ----
NON AGR- 14,3 1 1 0 3 1 
GRASO....43;2.....225 39 y 57 -2r 999 
TOTA 4 62x62 
"TSVMHARYTAB LE... 
STE~ - Vf-1MIA LE F' VLA-1r- IZ UW RUPUTAUSE 
NUMBER ENTERED REMOVED ENTER OR FEMOVE VARIABILES INCLUDED 
17i__65D4_ 4517;-r-------3i3 
2 128 P74 52;6907 
3 i2 85D3 2Ct926 3­
4 4 S501 6;4599 4 
5 6 7-12 '7.9o t) 




















Percent of Variation Between Groups Explained 
Eigenvalues 1.53071 0.21092 0.03385 0.02832 
Percentage 84.72 11.67 1.87 1.57 
Canonical Correlations 
0.7772 0.41735 0.18094 0.16595 




























4 H501 -fP4654 
6 87%--- --- O;052 








CONSTANT ... .34590 

WINTWNET Q4643j1 __ 
GRASS 0,09584-
CORN :2;081
... .SUtjFA,-0 -......01,3244oSUMFALO05 
NON AGR 0j93682 
..... &$ORC-'- O,466B 
..... 
 I-
031443 -046417 o12960 

-o.5-37b"0 3 -'"--95-' 
-0;0483 4 0,13858 .0,C76Gt 
rb? ni7i22a-;14i2­
=on3613 0,07351 0 ,1 0894 

O-)76 
On3455 -0,0858 .0,07210 

-0;n665 " 0o0o02..0, 0976 ­
3;16445-..;3059r'03609 





z i745 0i17418 ---

-0,0234A -0,02567
e0 c4512 .... O '5654q-- -; 1 632--;i947 7 
BBI-7
 
GROUP Mean Symbol Symbol 
Coordinates for for 
Classes Mean 
Winter wheat 0.64 -0.54 A 1 
Grass 0.10 -0.17 B 2 
Corn -2.61 -0.05 C 3 
Summer Fallow 0.82 0.19 D 4 
Non-agriculture 0.94 0.31 E 5 
Grain sorghum 0.47 0.54 F 6 
BB1-8
 
OVERLAP OF OIfFERENT GROUPS !SINbICATED BY .*.. 








... . .FFF _.. FA F -
F F' ..AFF Ao* F F F* 
FFF AFA AF*O "r 























C C *FF*FF4Ar OF" 
U AF'FT -rF*- Dr F7*AA -F 
A FF F FFF ,FAoF* ** A 
C - . FFFFFn ** CIFDF A A 
C C Cc CCC D A* C F FFF A E .a F FCA 
C C C -C A A F .*A*F**6FouFA A 
C Cc C OC C F C r * FAF*D*5A §*F*F 
"cc-c--- -CCCC . . t--FFJDAA *4r, . 
C CCCC C FC 3 CCC o C C AFC* * *A FQAA F* 
C CCC C C CC C A 2 FA F*AO* .O 
CC C C CC * CB AFC****D ACC 0CC C C3 A "-""CCA, . + FF *,*'AF " 
C CC F C B i F OF AB***AAA 
- -
_ _ __-C AAFaAF4F*A 
. F A FF F**FC*A A 
'---------------­ _ 
_
--- AA*Q -AL AA -.A 
A* CA *0A *A 
C A -- F- *' A* --- A A­
0- ~~ A * AA A 
A --- A A- A -
F A D A * 











-2' 7 - - A 
A 
53,64 6 
$i fi ; 
8 - ;4 0- ; 6 
n5,4 ,'4,2 -. ti3.O "j48 - - s6Q ' 6O ±,.S 3 4,2 
"-" *'ta -uta-----'r -3 -6B--4'r" -, 
OVERLAP OFDjrf Eq,,T-GR UPS--S-ND 
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Discriminant Analysis of RICE County Using
 
Residuals From ERTS Bands Regressed on Soil Type
 
Transformations of Original Variables 
URCUTINE TRANSF(XASE,NPRGUSE) 
2 CCPHONf/GETCV'E/PA)t17) ,XtIS 
3 C IV"ENSICN X(1) 
4 X13) = X(3- (1i3163{X2t )+Z21.61115) 
. X(4) = X(4) - (1.8a51455*x(2t) + 17.31iE85) 
6 X(5) = XC5) - (2.-7b673;X(2G) + ig.39 823) 
7 X(6) = X6-1 ---(1.?14937*-X(ZC) + 9.349300) 
8 XC?) = X(7) - (O.67E1212(XZ2C) + 33.955117) 
.. __9 . .X(8) =-X(8)2 - (t.23'607*XC20) + _33.29eq7S_ 
10 X(q) = X(9) - (2.L96556'((C2) + 40.915831) 
11 X19)- = X (I) -_.(1.36396VX( 20)_+ 21. C5C83)_ 
12 X (11) = X(fI) - (O.7762294 X(20) + 31.727281) 
13 X(12) = X(12) - (i.9.9 4 "(2O) + 29.C846,5) 
i4 X(13) X(13) - a.4i3371-X'(2i) + 35.21E465) 
I S__ 

15 . X(IL) = X(14) -(i.-37328'X(20)_16.6596) 
16 XCI7) =X(17) - C3.29454LVX{U) + 40.171258) 




BHCPTM -	 STCPWISE DISCRIHIKANT ANALYSIS. PROGRAM REVISED FEBRUARY_7, 197 
-
"HFtALTb SCmrNuFS COMPUTING FACILITY MANUAL" ATE -- ±975 
UNIVFFSITY O.F_ CALIF.ORNIA,._OS_ ANGELFS 
'N THIS VERSION OF BMDP7M 
-- GFOUP CCCES OR CUTPOINTS HUST BE STATED. .---............ . .. 
PROGRAM CON(TROL INFOPHATION 
PROOL m TITLE = "RFCE CO ERTS BANDS &,GROUNO TRUTFU.ING.REIOVA,.$ _ O 0 lT7 ....... 
FROM ERTS 8ANDS REGRESSED ON SOIL TYPE'./ 00001±80 
INPUT- I . . . . ......... . o0 0 a0 119 0_i-qo-_._--I_-_ 
VAFIABLE 	 20. OctlOo
 
FORMAT = (?AS,12F5.O/EF5.O)'. 00001210
 
CS" = 660. OOOC220
 
UHT 12./ 00001 230
 
VARIAB ADO 1. ODOri2 ]
 
N Cr.C.CLIMN%,84D±%'B5E1%*,B6Di tOB70±%8*402 v G000±250





'0634*''274,joCOP TYP.'SOIL TYP','CROPSOL .	 001112701
 
LACCL = 1, 0 0001290
 
G,,OLP = -CROP TVP%. 006t,13 00
 
TPLSFOCMA TION 000 c1210
 
Y(21) = Y(1S)*X(20),/ 000 ci320
 
GrOUP COUt =. 1 2,3,4,5,., .130091'-30
 




'NON AGC ,'GPASORG*./ 00f)ii35
 
PkiNI ST, P. 000013E0
 
CLfSS = I,2,3,4,5,6,l,809,1O,.1,12,13,14,15./ 0000130 ___
 
PLOT CANON. 000 1 0
C',CL'p =t,2 	 ,3,4 2S,8. ___________________ O t190___________________ 
GROUP
 
OISG;I'INAMT MCTHOO= 2. 0C'-4c1410 
FORCE = 0. 000L420i STrP =,40. O0..... .. 
JACK./ 	 O001440
 
PTBE 6- ___________ ___ D_-'ot 
PRBLEM TITL .... •.";..RI6ECO EFTS BA'q0S C bdio"tb-T JSING--E-SD-U-LSFRM- R-C SAS'REGSSED SOIL 
TYPE - I 
rpOo41 VAF1A IES TO READ IN. .. .......... 20

nuxairp or VAFI'BLSS ACOEC BY TRANSFOPMATIONS.. ±
 
TOTL ;UNP'Q OF VARIAPLE! . . . . . . . . . . . 21
 
- 02 HU'*Fv OF GASCS TO PEAO IN . . . . ... . . . . 660
 
• CA~r LAOLING VAIADLES . . . . . ... ....... ".-.-ROW OLUHN
"5
S LIMITS AI)O MISSING VALUE CHECKED BEFORE TRANSFORMA TIONS .
 
INFUT UNIT . ,......•....., 	 .12NUMSER, . . . . . .
 




(2Ab,±2F-.O/F . 0) 
o. 	 _IN TERPRETIVE TRANSFORMATIONS ARE 
CROP#SOL CROP TYP SOIL TYP. 
VARIABLES TO QE USED
 
3.. .. 4 B5" 5 B:60 6 791 







±5 B.-E4 ±6 8504 17 8604 
-TCLE/4CE. _ _ , _ . .. .. . . 
-TC-E-T .......PK- TC-PEM-lVE. . _. .. . 4.O5)3.S ______ _ _ ____.______________________ 
MLTHO . • . . 2 
HXlHUtr FORCF.C LmVFL , . . _ 
*9XIMUr hUMBER OF STEPS. , 40 
.PROp .PROOB L _TIES . , .i6667 _.i667 _._6667 0+16667 .1t667 0.16667 
BEFORE TQANSFORMATION :NTERVAL RANGE
 
NLINViLuM MAXIMUM MISSING CUGORY GRCATEGORY LESS THAN
E ER 





4,.3.O9Q S lIFZLO 
5+}00 N-1,11 AGP 
-8.-o ,Go --- ?G-S'{O:.G 
6..
























19 CFOP TYP 
CGUNTS 










6 3 7(VI 















19 CFCP TYP 














-2. 26012 0.97574 
-1.297?4 0. 3645 
39.45 9.. 35. 37500 
4'3.65401. 35. 31250 
0.73735 -2.9W739 
-0.66224 	 -1.46367 







= WNTWolT GRP.SS 
4.7b255. 3.9105 
7.37P39 -- .6 14-
6.944 2 6. 57121 
3.j5h994 -__ 3.7294)1 
4.32E42 2,55569 

t ,1 374 4, r777 
19,90198 6. 0 7116 
4 .41352 -- 4.4 343 ­
4.76437 2.C6375 
.9.19375 4. 69190 
.8269S5 6.8687f 






























2.13137 -2. 6516 
2.48124 -1.82243 
3.27731.. 39. 057w.. 









- 3.49216 2.32355 

.350133 4. 2.485j 

6.67r97 4. 10985 

























2 96 35770fOO 
-318166 ..... ±"'9 
-3,91160 -0.t85I, 
,It,970$ C. 17641 
-259713 1.4749 

-3.?51±7 .__2. ? 77e8 
1.73539 0.88P28 

1__. - -C.12327 e8r,8 ... 
9.10188 2.2241C."3"-20 4__ 7 
-1. 48179 1 .1274 
-1.179,,9 0.45840 
37.42857 36. 37 5 .. 
41.28571 .. 37.60349 
-3.31515 -2.20023 




NON AGR GRASORG 

?.39269 .3. 419L2 

-.. . b 09 





1.... . ­0 08F09 88C7;6 

































































STEP NUM E; 
VARIABLE 
" 
F TO FORCE • 
REMOVE LEVEL 
OF= 5 655 












3 n-.tI___ 1.a 1000 
--4 .5-1 .5.649 i i. O0 
__5 96 a16.242 1j__ 
8 851 15,6iZ I 1.000CGO
 
7 -O2 2_ ,_ O A.6 
3 952 10.424 1 1.00o0Oo 









13 5633 9.220 1 1.00000 
14 E7C3 i4.3 6 1 1.009000 
-- 15 -?404--: 4__._6 34.6- I '. c '203itn__ 
16 B5L4 93.452 1 1.OCUCU 
17 2604 15.551 1 I.a0cao. 




VARTil6LE ENTEFED 6 7D1
 




OF= 5 649 n 5
OF= 64 8 •
 
4-BcI 7.769 1 3-8-i 0.5do ± 0.0937,7
 
6 8701 5.104 1 5 36C1 0.3; 2 1 g.0657± __
 
i 6702 7.55k 1 7 IC2 2.346 1 0.7665-8 
12 2503 18.09E 1 885F2 2.953 1 _ 7222511 O,.3.9 1 9 86Z2 2.358 1.I. 0.1686,66. 
18 8704 47.355 1 14736 49-1 ± Q.G9L9_61_ 

13 86C3 2.231 ± 0.47a838 
_- 14 37:3 2.fC6G 1 0.619224 
15 34r4 .918 1 0.391152 
17 1.296 i164 0.090525 
U-STATISTIC OR WILKS' LAM.A 0._i5796 . .G:RES OF FREECOM 5 65;1 
-FPPOXIKATC F-STATISTIC 29.3i1 CEGREES OF FREEaOM 30.00 2596.00 
.F - MTRIX DEGREES OF FREEQOM = 6 6.9 
WIITWH GRASS CORN SUMF AL NON AG 
r;1;(, 39.32 g q
 
___5UMF4L 7.g 4.67 71.4.'
 
NONh ,- 1.59 1.83 14.08 0.41
 
-GRASCF. 2.__ _ 4.45 121.72 5.85 1.11
 
CLLSSIFICATION FUNCT IONS ~ -
GROUP WINTWHET GRASS CCRN S-JPFALO NOM AG. -___R. _ 
V.t:ItLE
 





10e BTCZ7......... -9.52997- -0.o4888.2 -7.a75B375 -0,27 -0.4?CSS -. 571!2
 
12 85D3 -0.C3-520 -0.iC3"Th -c.t &:9 -0. Ci2'2 3.0&227 0.3m.5a
 
. 6 B5.4 I.92884 08136t , .&I57 0.S8428 0A3562 0.867Z9
 
18 87C4 3.01bl -0.1277 6.52553 -0.0336E -. i04S6 -0.Z-2iE5
 
6 B7,.I C.i4806 -0.37244 07411 3.0T?7t.2 O. 7573 
CONSTANT -21.04237 -16.8973 -13. 65732 -23.35702 -21.74069 -±8.59751 




-GOUP -- PERC5N1 NUER OF CASES CLnSSIFIED INTO GROUP ­
..... CR LCT--HINTWhET GRASS c-O SUNFALO NO nAG GRASO'G .
 
ihINTWIET 39.7 --- 94-..-- 29 1. _ 40 31 .... 3__ ._ 
GPASS 43.8 2 7 2 3 1 1 
... CORI) 77.3 2 .4 92 4 3 4
 
SUNFALO 4V.L ' 3 1 21 8 14
 
-ON /GR. 57.1 0 0 2 4 1
 
GRASOPG 44.5 27 36 2 32 30 102
 
TOTAL 48.5 130 89 It8 ±02 77 154
 
JACK~hIFED CLASSIrICAT!ON-___________________ 
GROUP PEFCENT NUrSER OF CASES CLASSIFIED INTO GROUP ­
.... .COPRECT .. .. 
WINTWHET GRASS CORN SUMFALO NON AGR GRASO G 
P4ThNET39.2__ 93 29 1± 40 31 '33 
GR4SS 3t.3 2 5 2 4 2 1 
= 
cRN ___T6. 2 15 91. 4 3 4
 
SIJNFALO 3'5 6 3 1 20 8 i4
 
-NON AG. 14.3 i 1 0 3 1 1
 
CRASCPG 44.1 Z? 3i 2 32 ai0 















.6 . 6 1 
F VELUE TO 




























Percent of Variation Between Groups Explained 
Eigenvalues 1.48721 0.20053 0.04240 0.02807 0.00297 
Percentage 84.44 11.39 2.41 1.59 0.17 
Canonical Correlations 
0.77327 0.40870 0.20169 0.16524 0.05438 
























-:-0.0e2 7 2 
-09t535 
ff.473 
15 7-4 -G, 167 L -0.06639 -0.03225 -0.o10012i -0319 
'CCNS tAlT -3.09q .O2 .29 .73 ±8 
GROUP CANONICAL VARIAELES EALUTE0 AT GROUP MEANS 













SUrFZLO " 0.81931 0.1Z1 -3.64188 -0.0151 0.05599 
NON AGF 0.92 2A 0.32E -5- - G.52538 0.17983 _m0.4LJtl6 









GROUP Mean Symbol Symbol 
Coordinates for Cases for Mean 
Winter wheat 0.66 -0.52 A 
Grass 0.08 -0.20 B 
Corn -2.57 -0.06 C 
Summer Fal low 0.82 0.21 D 
Non-agriculture 0.92 0.33 E 
Grain sorghum 0.44 0.52 F 
BB2-9
 
OVERLAP OF DIFFERENT'GROU'PSIS INI'ATEO B - . 
* *+. *fl+*. *.+ .++ J.jt. + . . +. . ... ......... .+....+..... 
4.5 + + 
. . .. . -..- . ... . . .... . . ... . .. 	 . .. F __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ 
2.7 + 	 FF + 
FFF F F 
* 	 F F FF_4fl4 
.ei + 	 --- F. F---------- F F+ 
, C F *F OF F 2FF kAF 
.. . ____ PF FO FFFF FAF A... 	 ..___.. . . . .. C F F 
o 	 C A * FF F FF* F* F A 
* 	 C c F F 4 FFFF.1 *'FF'A DF A _________ 
L 	 .90 + F AF F-F FF FFBF- AF - AO + 
C -- C A A F F_:F FFP* *CF4 A *A A 
V C C cc C C CA C F FAF 6*fADA'*FAA4 " 
,. . __ QA.Z_ C A F 0 C 4* *FAAFAF**5 AF BA 
-,. CCOCC C C; A C " A , F* 4*, ,'F F F 
I 0.0 + C CCC CC "4CC3C...... CC F C CF FF '-A 'AF A . 
A C CC CC C CC C C C A A F F 3*2 AAF*FAF*'FE A F 
-3 C C C CCCC Cc C C C C. C t * FOA- '' ,A AA 
L C CC C C C C a A F 4t* A-F*AAFA 
S.. . . ..... . A .C..C - -AL." A-A'A... F.F 
-.90 + C F B A A* AA BA** A A + 
0 A *4 C F AADA A 
2 - F F C* * *A*
 
- ... .... . ... .- . .. .. . . ... . An. _" A P A . A_ .
.. . . .. . CC A . . .: . . . .. . . . -A .. _ . .	 . 
* A A F A A *A A
 
.... +. ":1 __ A A - F A. AA AAAD _­t. ... 
A F An *AA AA * 
.. .... . .. .. ... . . .. .. . . ... .. . ..-.. A... J . .. ._A A__At- Ai.~... 	 . ...... __ 
A*AA A 
-2.7 + 	 A A " 
SAAA
 
... ... . .................... ..  .......................... *....".... 
.............. -5.5 - . 
-5.0 














CANOI41CAL VARIABSI: 1. 
----- ----- ----
OVEPLAP 'OF DIF'FERENT "GROUPS IS INDICATE D 2Y . 
4.5 + + 
__ + - __ __ ___.___,,__ __ _ ____ + 
2.7 + + 
.0C .1 8-+ 
o 
L ,,90 + 
v 6 







- .. .. + 
----..------4A - - -5.,-- -- -------- --- --- __________ 
.C-A.6 +...... + _ 
. S9..........9+4 4
*.... +......... . ........ +t~ . *S+. . . +54 ~** ..*t +S5 *+ . ... 9 .
 
- .. "5*. ... 4 ... ... - . ..... ,50 .. . .is.S..... . . ..
 
-5.0 -4 ,.0 -3.0 -2.0G -±.*0 0.0 1. 0 2.%0 5.0
 
. ... --.,5.....-' S ... 

CANONICAL VAR IASL!". 
APPENDIX BB3 
Discriminant Analysis of RICE County with ERTS 





Transformation of Original Variables 
2 TlPMoUT A JSF X, KfiSE),FROGUSE5 
L)I PEN5 IC'X Y(1) 
4 S1 = X(3) - XM) + XP) + X(6) 
9R2 = X(')* (8) + Y(Q) * X(19) 
6 = I '(i2) * X(15) A X(14 )+ 1t't 
7 4 ('(16) X(I5*= XI) + X(i7)
8X(3). = X(.3)/,-l 










7 Y(12) Y(C2)/R3 






PVPP7,I - STEPi4ISF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS, 
HEALTH- CI,,CES-C('PUTI;G F-AdILITY 
UNIVERqITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS A'GELFS 
IN, 	T 1- VE-RtIoN OF PMP?7M
 












vArAL ADD 1' ________________,______________ 
..AMe ----R, 6O- '' C (LUvN I , 1 '4.S! 1 = '1 F,'I6 w '? 7 D4.fI, I B4D2',s 7t'P IB 'E6D S 3 BSD4= 
'13 6D4' , fD4' ,flfOP TYP', 'SOIL TYT 'CROPSOL, 
'501 -4n2 t--T20a 8 4D 3 6, D 3' 1 3 V.T 84 D4 1 
t,-AFPLLE== .,,
 




= 	 ,2,GROUP .lI 1,- 3,455,8, 















. .... . .JACK.,/ 
rPr LM.TITLE, ,.,. ,RICE CO SAMp, 1, RATIO DATA 
-,- OF TO READ I,. ,...,.......... 20
MIMP2R VARIArILFS 
.. 'JRFROFV4RA-1LFS AUDFtD By TRANSFOR:'A-OFS,­
TO(TA.L NUWER rr VAPiAPLFS . ... .. .. .. . . 21. 
TUl3PROF CA5FrY FFD FS, , * , , , , , , , 2 
rAqL LAIJUFLING VAPIA .LES .. .. . . . . . . . . RCW COLUMN 
-- L4aTS AML RTSsI!r,ThLC AERr vr rTa3 
7'PUT UNIT NU'BFP . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . i2 




CPt.P*SO. = CROP TYP SOIL TYP,
 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THfE 
BB3-2 ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR 
I 
VARIA3LfES TO BUSE D
 
3 D I 4 r-5% 5 260 1 

E529 Th6fl I0 E7D 

13 R603 14 F7fS -4D4
l5 

18 pt7D4 20 SOIL TYP
 
TC , , , , , * ,, 
r-TO-PTER LA, , , * * 4.000
 
v'-Tr'-I:0VE, , , , , , , $ 3,99 6
 
*.LETIflD . , . , , , , , , P
 
.MAM'ITIU- VORCED LEVEL * . , 0
 
. AvI'4Uv q . _ _ _ flU.M-:EF_ _.[E P t 40 
PHICR PI:OBAPILITIES, , . , 0.16667 0,15667 0,16667 
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION 
VAtbIA La MINIMUM MAXIMUM MISSING CATEGORY 
,l, NA-E LIMIT LIMIT CODE . tO.F 









I----- ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ cp-______________B20 ~ 
MIUM6BR OF RAD . . . , .CAS3Sy . . * . * 660 
B_71 ? S4D2
 
1. 84Q3 7Z 
'
 16 85£4 17 E6D
 




CATEGORY GR4ATER LESS THAN 












GROUP ; WINTUJHfT GRASS OORN SQMFA() N04 ARi 6PASOPG ALL GP
-VAPIAI'.r. 
4 P5nj n,2?933 0.?353X CL26?77 01j24)6 0,?5-25 C,4647 0,?r368 
* - 5 04$ 030P78 0.32P1--D,96,--'b3 i'5 . .0,30188 -b131,14 4" 
7nl 0,35747 0.16987 0,14412 0,160J4 0,15733 C.15986 
 0
742 n,24027 0,24936 02610;4.6 0232 O53O,95
 
P P,)2 n,2;PPA 0.24965 0,27787 0,249,19 V,?23,7 O0 2c285 p__. Q
O53
" R(602 o,34275 0327 ,3l0 0'3301' 0 34734- 6,32;41- 0,377?0
 
In R7n2 P,18412 0.17529 0j152p8$ 0,1711)6 0,1.9637 C 16C351___0,1702
 
p11~ 1,66 0 6,6-0 * 0jO527237f- O.269 3F4 ,26' I 0 2164Sl
-0 6 68 -





1 A4114 -6,254if3 -- o-,256 24 - -,722 a 3 072592A &V,25862 c 257 t 01249A4
 
lA 3514 0,27873 0,2556A1 0,17840 0,279'14 0,2b364 0,26 7A 0,255c4
 
1-7 804 -o-6 AY TOO-O 07 - 0700198 ' -,O0O0169--

14 /PA 0,15060 ,16 19 O i,4o l? 0, 45 9 46 - A14758$__nj547 9­
n(r,- TX-'-t- ,00'175-­
1 R71)4 0,ontbi 0.00186 0100130 0,00198 00C1750,00i7 V009 

e.Y; I~7V- 7;43fj:8---,r2 ~ 6i!C ~57-- 55~ -'2 (VQ5 8- T3969r­
10 CnP TYP jC0000 2.,00000 3 L-4O 00odq2) 5,00RO 8,00000.. 4.0S.242
 






,1NTWFT CORNGROUP I GRASS SUVFA4) MON _OR GRA SOPGo ALL fP 
IPt o.C2409 0,02695 0,03413 0,n2453 oot879 co3022 O11?8Vi
 
...A Atn± a10 3 6n4?37 0T f246 &a0o03'I.... o:0479 ..... c308 ... 0,03405 .. 
r86 r)I,O?416 l.06623 O,0201 0,0?7'0 0,0209n ,0.25 0,P aPv 

7 r,402 0,02123 0,(?(91 0,01F94 0,02028 0,023n3 r,02146 0.200'10. .0.
 




9 __ n?,0,03709 0,02837 0,02M48 0,03? 0,0J467 C,0,7, 1,n2924 
10" 002540 059- 027 , -42i...2,i67 0,23h63" -0,0653-­
1I 0483 0,01985 on2524 0,0199t O,018"3 0,0i1!2 0,02(0 7 0,222? 
I.P-" l3 20; -673981------- 03-,37 75-10i73--0 3 T 
13 8p6p , 0,02370 n,03705 0,0?741 0,016'43 0,01?77 0,02795 0,O570 
14 71,3' r .. 025 0 ; q . , -90"0244
 
15 R4n4 0,01701 0,o23,4 0 02214 0,013 2 o o10,01246 0,02115 0,01982
 
I n54 -- ;o-bo ,f99 0;w'465 1- 02 9'52- bJo962" 002067----0335j 
17 86n4 0,06026 0,00015 0100034 0,00024 0,00029 - 0 0C0 4 00o003t 
-0lOjj TYPT4 '0 2 To Ur3Y - 0 -r, -6U CT,40 07366 0,0403 
2n SOIL Tm - 0.63145 0,47C71 0150195 0,64051 0,53452 C,5673$ 0,5i433
19 CRnP- TYP 0, 0, C 0f 0,1 0,1 01 
STEP NUMBER 0 
VARIABLE F YO FORCIE a VARIABLE ?TOU mffrt U AE 
RFNOVF LEVEL- * ENTER LtEVEL 
5m 655 DUFu 5 654 
a 3 S4DI 9,947 . glaof000 
a 4 F5D1 6,662 1 13000000 
0 5 ;6D1 5,216 1 1,0000D 









1 L o00000 
invoob00 
9 R'D2 3 1 5 9 6  1 1,0flCO 
10 S7D2 -26,750 1 1,000000 
* 1± 84D3 121881 1 1,00a000 
i 12 R5D3 52,217 1 1,000000 
13 B6D3 37,691 1 1,00000 
14 S703 47,4g3 1 1,000oo0 
* 15 S'A04 65,769 1 1, cc-co 
* 16 05D4 158,054 1 1.IOOCOO 
17 8604 64;457 1 i,00,Oo 
18 27D4 641457 1 ±JOo00 




VARIA6LE LNTEREP 1 7D4 

VARIAbLE F TO FORCE 0 VARIABLE F TO FORCE TOLERAN'CE
 
REF'OVE LEVEL 4 ENTER LEiVEL
 
DFV 5 648 * DT. 5 647
 
3 B401. 6,617 1 . 5 56D D171±I 0u 08
 
4 65L1 10,30P ± * 6 87D! D,718 1 01090901
 
9 Fe-2 9,4[6 1 * 7 P402 1,Q7 I O,535574
 
12 69D3 17,413 1 $ 8 55D2 2,958 1 UtO94129
 
13- 7,780 1 JO 87C2 2,4!7 1 0,4-7474
 
,A :;24 37,4A9 I 11l ;D3 1,007 1 0.2Co85
±,O7 ± 
15 64D4 1,142 1 0.,l91533 
if 8704 6,59 703 1  G4 0,237141 
±7 B*D4 . 0 z U 
20 SOIL TYP 2,185 1, 0,874156
 
U-STATISTIC OR tILKSI LANSDA 0,3000841 DEGPEES OF FREEDOI 7 5 654 
APPROXIMATE F-STATISTIC 25.B24 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 35100 2728,2 
F - MIATRIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM t 7 648
 






SIJMFAL 4.77 4.60 64.53
 
-jov AG 1.29 2.10 14,07 0,73
 




GROUP WlThHET GRASS CORM SUMFALO NON AGR CRASORG
 
VAV I AbL LE:____ 
3 94r± 757,E4616 753,43532 757,30466 786,5678S 793,82223 .775;9604
 
9 R602 631,15462 616,59192 558,36596 621,62935 647,55247 6i5,27984
 
13 P6n3 422n,32990 4241,10834 41F2,7?552 42.27,0: 62 4265,80273 4257,32336
 
18 R7n4 72±n,P9355 74602,96191 70945,27246 71588,50586 74j88,55469 73896;40918
 










WINTWNET GRASS CORN SUmFALO NON AGR GRASORG
 
W1I?I'WET 43,9 04 33 7 31 33 29
 
GOASS 56,3 1 9 2 4 0 0 
C'f- 80,7 3 12 96 3 1 4 
S'IPFALO 28,8 11 1 1 15 8 i6 
-IP,ArR 42,9 .1 0 0 3 3 0 
G QASOG9,7 26 28 3 43 38 91 








WINTWHET GRASS CORN SUHFALD NON A(--G ACR
 
61T'TWET 43.5 103 33 7 32 33 29
 
GVASS 43,8 1 7 2 4 1 1
 
Cnp 79,8 3 12 95 3 1 5
 
S1':FALO 23,1 12 2 1 12 9 16
 
W! AGR 14,3 1 1 0 4 1 0
 
GPASORG 38,4 27 29 3 43 39 88
 




STEP VARIABLE F vALUE TO NLUM'ER OF U-STaTISTIC APPROXIfATF 
-*.JitBFR FNTERED RFMOVED ENTER OR REROVE VARIAELES INCLUDED r-STATIST. 
1 16 R5D4 158,0540 3 31 0.4528 158,054 
2 12 P503 16,05C6 2 
0at 7_,060 
3 4 r15% 10,2282 3 0,3 7 39 51,378 
4 9 R602 10,4756 4 0,3461 40,720 
5 3 94D 7,2921 - 5 0,3277 33,854 
6 13 R603 4,823i 6 0.3 0 28,907 
7 18 8704 698585 7 0,Z0Ci 25,824 
BB3-7
 
Percent of Variation Between Groups Explained 
Eigenvalues 1.59526 0.20544 0.03502 0.02345 0.00558
 
Percentage 85.55 11.02 1.88 1.26 0.30
 
Canonical Correlations 
0.78402 0.41283 0.18395 0.15137 0.07447
 
VAPIABLE COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES
 
R4' -3 , 276 -18,71295 -14,03328 -26,53526 23,51(09
 
3 4 3927P6 -U.7295b -d~~2y3~;;i& 
9 P6 2 -11,33526 9,12t3? 1,P5674 S,35455 27,433r? 
1? 850. -21.46126 -39,5615 -9,23% 3C,72587 1454999 
13 6r3 -15,831,63 -36,52100 21,934Ah 30,47695 21.22h86 
-22,7 1. 17§02 -4 ,63672 -2,3, 18753 -16. a9467j 
IR S7P4 -529.16712 -1671,7978B 2467,t)3%56 426 1tIQ
 
COKSTANT 1q,46450 21,5076A6 -2,76595 -.8,27491 -24,6334
 
GROt;P CANONICAL VARIARLFS EVALUATED AT GROUP KEANS
 
WI'TWHET -0,66465 0,52615 -O,4,2167 0,05491 r.0044
 
GRASS C,03il 0,08610 1,14026 -022403 -0,05699
 
COMN 2.65928 0,053- -0,03547 -0,01623 0,0077t 
SU'FALO -0.85101 -0,13852 -0,t8082 -0,4069 O,G3,42 




REPRODMJCIBITY OP THE 





























.. ..ovm~f'oF"D[ r K' OR0.....-......... .... ... . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .......... 
3.6 OF 
II 
2, 7 A A 
A A 
c A A A 
A ___LAAIE. D -
N * A A * *AA AAA* F A 
O 
N 
0 .8 + 
I 
A A AA*A AFAA oD'IA A FS AA AF u F A 
t0"4AAA ACA ________________________________ 
c I A A AAADA A Ac 
A 
L.0 


















R AorFTM* oA *F CCA c~W~cc c 
I 0.0 D F*D FAI*o*oA 2F F C F C 3 C CC C CCC _-
A.I ! FTFi *0's4 AF*A* F 0 C *C C , 
0 A , 4* AFo t*F AFF FC F P AC C C* CCC C o 
-c iA A c*--* r4WiF;"" - F ." 
E.9 0*a* ~FFF *rrl cc 
-. 90 F -***F**iD F AP*F * FF C C CC 
-­ 2 , -F"F-r- -,F- - ---
FDF AF F , F UF F A 
-1D8 PF 'D FA F C 
_______F,r F0 F -- f---FFOr prL r F -
, I - F F 
-2.7 * , 
SFr 
... ..6. *. 4 
* , 
"4.2 -3.0 -1.8 ",6D ,60 j±.8 2 ,0 4,2 5,4 
-4,6 -386 -2,4 -1,2 0,0 1.? 2,4 3,6 4,8 6.0 


































































RwRODUCmIBAL~-( OF THEOIGINAL PAGE JS POOR 
APPENDIX BB4 
Discriminant Analysis of RICE County with 
'NON-AGRICULTURAL' Category Not Used 
to 	Calculate the Discriminant Function 
BMDP7H - STEPWISE DISCRI4INANT ANALYSIS.
 
HEALTH SCIENCES COMPUTING FACILITY
 
- _ _
UNIVFRSITY OF .CAL IF ORI , LOS ANGELES 	 "-

IN 	THIS VERSIONOF" eMD7H
 
--. ROUP CODES ORCuTPOINTS MUST QE STATED,
 
P PRO&,RAH CONTROL INF RHAT1ON 
- PROBLEH TITLE = 'RICE.C0.,SAKP,-.±.L 
INPUT 




.____C AsE:.=. 6oo_ ________________________
 
UNIT - 2./­
...VARIA ADD = 

NAME = 'R'n'4',COLUHN', 84D1. '850I1 'E6DI1, 'S7D1' .1402?. 
........ ,BD2 .,B6D2, IP7D2'.{'8B4D3 ', 'ADS3I,*' 6D3"','6?D 3?..4 DA~t I_5_D4.a_ 
,






----- USE _-_ S 'A .J.A 4i1j_ kzJ ,, .2.___ 
fROIIP ='CPOP TVP#./ -

GROUP CODE = 1,2,3,4,5,8,
 












CODE = 'RICE CO',
 
...	 LAPEI.= .rPICEC.G0SAHftE1._RL.AAA / 
PRINT STEP,
 
CLASS 12t3.is4L8~itlA 	 &~itiL 
PLOT CANON,	 
__ 









PROBLEM TITLE .. ....... .RICE CO SAMP. 1.
 
,. . . , 

NUMBER OF VARIARLES ADDED BY TRANSFORMATIONS_, I
 
TOTAL NU-CPER nF VARIABLES . . . . . . . . , 21
 
,l\'I*EMR OF CS T IN.a 	 ,, 
NUMB.R Of VAR!AALES TO'READ IN... , 20 
IP5s FEAD * . 660 
CASF LABELIG VAPIA.LES ... ............ ROW COLUHN 
LIMITS AMD MI SSIN G VALUE CHECKED BEP.OR ISAFOmATIO.S 
INPUT UNIT NJ;H.BER .. ........... . . . 




_.INTERPRETIVE TRANSFORMATIONS DARE 	
_ 





3 84D1 4 05% 	 5 2D) 6 B7Di 7-"5D2
 
5D 96D? 	 R4 3 BbZS
 
$3 e6.3 14 -703 15 84D4 i6 S5D4 17 96D4
 
1I B7D4 20 SOIL TYP
 
a. e.... 9 	 .... 85". 32 
TOLERA'CE., ,.. .- t_*_0_0 
F-TO-ENTER . .  . . . . 4,000 
--	 F-Tn-RFHnVE. ,. .J S 96
 
METHOD . . 2




PIAXIMUM NUME-ER OF STEPS. 40 
__PRIORPRDA.5 L 	 TIES kLOOOO OiOOQ_2oOQoc..L0Q.-
BEFORE TRANSFORHATION 

"--V5IARLE MINIHUM MAXIMUM HISSING CATEGCRY--CATEGOPY GREATER LESS TWAN
 
.... 	 -ITERYAL_5ANGE 
NO, NAHE LIMIT LIMIT CoDE CODE NAME THRA OR EQ;AL TO
 




4.o60OO SUFAL O5.O gfj AGR ______________ 
aQO66L ar'A U=
 




RSSCON NNA0 GPs US 
VAR IA'E .... 22,,7059 22,48077' -- 21,7149 23.09170 23,79939 
GRUPa !NWNT UHAL -GP ASORG- 6,
4 501 ..... .24,66?45 . 20,23529 .19 5962... 18,7j4Z9 . 20 48035 . 21, 869 3 
5 86nl 29,10j27 27,31250 23.22689 24,8461'5 22,71429 26,13593 ?6,57274 
4 8701 ___ _14.7S59 14.43750 . 11.,12017 12,a0769.__ 1I,,854 13,39738... 13,5i7'j 
7 0402 34.67089 34.93750 34,45798 35.16923 33,7oG0o 36, 1266 35,61337 
8 5.2 33,84388_ 35.00000 36,85714 36,0961!;_._ 33,14266 - 39,02620 36,4±8P7 --­
9 0602 49,47257 45.93750 . 40.39496 47,3846_ 46,73429 47,51965 46,A 055 
10 R702 26.54008 _ 24.75000 20.35294 24,50000 __. 26, ti0 _24 0C44 24,35 .... 
1I 043 32,85654 31.87500 31,,,7605 33,6346: 33,71429 35.72026 33,5 65; 
....2 85n3 32.75949 A,A1250 __ 27,69748 34,5576 .336419
83,63 ,426137,77729 
13 PADS 38,79747 41,75000 43.;18655 38,4807. 39,57143 42,53712 40,99214 
14 p/p3 18.59916 _ 20,37500 22,4739 ± ,1531! 18 17149 20,17C3.1 -9 1637 1 
15 0404 39.45992 35.37500 30,:!7731 39,05761) 37,42S57 36.37555 Z6,57274 
. 16 05D4 43,65401.---35,31250 ...- 24,63025 ... 42,5576';-.., 41,28571 3 7,8 ,-49 . _ 37,843 o 
17 8604 48,91561 44.81250 52,,15378 46.8076') 44,5714 45,52402 4 8,1n26C 
I e1P7 D4---Z3,8 6 920--2...2 ,8125Q !O,-2$qZ -22,5O0Q0) 2t,7l4R9--- 22,64±15__Z4,488i _1
 
20 SOIL TYP 2,43038 2,31250 2,;1261 2,4615-1 2,42857 2,29258 2,39663 
19 CROP TY ..... ,OO-o0000 . .20000...3 -l 00.. 1,00001'...... 5,00000 ... '..40027c 
WCOJNTS 237, 16, - 19, 52 7, -.. - 22. 653, 
GROUs..!NT- H __ .- GqASS .. _ORIJ _____VUMFALO NON AGA _...RASORG------GPS,- uS.... 
VARTAULE 
8 .... 3,69177__ 2,751623 84'1 . ,8392 - 3,50985 ..... 2,3388 5 3,447'1 3,9 2o9 
4 8R50 7,55741 5.84772 5,13483 4,1692S 3,251W7 5,42378 6,22012 
7,30671 70044 ,034? 6,69?!9.5bi _ .. 6 9 777 4 j 4t23140_. 6,3 ,70 
% 3,74652 4,9857 2 .7945 3-855?8701 4.0491d8 2,58223 3,7906 

7 8401 4,32794._--. P,64496 4,;!6733 4,7593') 5,53775 - 4,5342 4_ 
F 0502 8,1703 . 5 .n5964 7,;?22318 . 8.49051 9,92352 - ,77093 -8,14 42P.. 
9 A602 6,22021 6.2A722 8.3P926 . 6,n4285 ------ 4,33946 . e-,47097...-_ 6,7 657 
a 10 r702 4.7D02 4.5858 -. 4,37556 4,C171? 5.16398 4,05591 4,S17t-15

03,8647__ 3, o±95
:. 11 84f3 ,7 493 5.1564) 5,52914 5,47210 4,716
 
1: P513 i,44104 5.02286 6,2363 9,2618) 8,09174 10,20489 8,7r835
 
1I R603 8 12046 6,6 009 7942j1___ 6,75419 8,e8404 80 3r, 4
6,65833 t. 

14 8713 4,47825 4.09675 3,3(779 3,9340-S 3,450 33 4,75282 4,646
 
15 q'p4 4,56630 3,32415 3.,5519... . 4,8483 . 3,73529 .... 4,43160 .... 4,3502-?
1$ [1D4 8,23480 6,03013 7, .8j50 8,4816L 6,65:17 8,26e3 8,04019
 
17 p604 7.22704 6.15596 6,o 7125" 5,96704 6,36?09 7,13;3j 6,80233.
 
18 R/4 3,9 989 69352 5,;,660j 2,S3±89 3,25j37 3,a9505"-414065
 
- 20 SolL ___ O_,63145 0.4787t__ O, o± 0,6405L 0,53452 ._ 1O56738 0,58477 
19 CROP TYP c, 0,-O, O, O . 
STEP NuMBER 0 
VARIABLE F TO FORCE * VARIABLE F TC FCRCE TOLER3 CE 
REOVPE LEVEL * _ENTER LEVEL.. . ... 
DF 4 649 3 DF= 4 648 
o 3 B4D1 __ _ _17,679 _1.......I,000.000. 
* 4 65D1 18,977 ± i0000c 
• 5 66D1 17,177__ 1.00010 
S 76-179 1,0c032O 
-7 84D2 8,499 1 _ 1000000 
* 8 B5D2 11,872 1 1,000000 
















17,564 1- 1,000o9 
93 ,065,_ IO,000000 
o 16 B5D4 116,159 1 1,00O00 
I 17 E604 22,429 1 140PqOC~ 0 
*8 87D4 77 971 1 1,000000 
* 20 SOIL TYP 3 423 ± 1 '__ 09000_ 
BB4-4
 
SIEP NUMBER 6 
V-AR2~LETEEI cW ___ ____ 
-_ .VARIABLE F To _FORCE ...#- JARIABLE---- F TO FORC_. TOLERACE 
REMOVE LEVEL * ENTER LEVEL 
_-D'-= -4 .643. - * __DE=_ 4 6424 85D1 9,520 1 3 B4D 0,744 1 0--_750
 
6._97DI 5,$31 ± * 5 8601 0,316 10 -- 0611f?! 
10 8702 8,757 1 * 7-8402 2.,3 5 I 0:750t33 
$ 03 . 22.267 3,568.2 .. i.' * 8 85D2 1. 0,71453916"804 42.059 1 * 9 8602 2,996 ± OI56416 
.18 BTD4 ....... _A 51 94D3 2,474 _. OtO 79 214
 
'13 8603 2,719 1 0t453426
 
15 84D4 0596 1 0,091737 
_______ .43. 0,08538o. ­7_86041 1 

20 SOIL TYP 2,591 1 0,653113
 
USA!STIC ORY0k'LMBA Q30817 DEGREES OF FREEDO' 6 4 £48 
APpP3xiATE -STAT s ic 37,527 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 24,00 2 4_ 
-- F -HATRIXIL DEGAREES OF FR ED Oli 43 ______ ___ 
... '4INTwH GRASS CO0RN SUMEAL__NON AG 
CRASS 4.03 








14.32 ... . __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ 
CRASn" 22 2 AA 4.)A.50 50 0.97 
CL SSIriCAT1OW FUNCTPS 
GROUP wINTWHET GRASS CORN SUMFALO GRASORG
 
-.-vAIABLE_-
4 R501 0.04977 -0.05558 0.16493 -0,97413 0,01j79 
_ 
....- -9;10,2€662Z 4 4 -. 005795 0,t20953- - 0 a 89.8 
10 6702 0,70886 0,74674 0.45517 ,,62o 0 0,56173
 
-12.B5D3 ... a3263-5 a25835 O.2674!36214 .. S±734
 










WINTWHET GRASS CORN SUMFALO GRASOR3
 
... WINTWWET 43,0 102 33 .1 .52 39
 
GRASS 51, - 8 2 3 2
 
CORN 76,5 4 _6 1_ _ _5 ___
 
SIAL , 0 21 17-

NON AGR G, A_ __I. 

GRASORG 47,6 26 42 2 50 109
 
-- 'OTAL ..... 50,7 144 103 107 ±33 173 
- JACKKNIFED CLASSIFICATION 
-" GR0U0 .. PFRCENJT NUMBER OF CASES CLASSIFIED INTO GROUP ­
...... __ORR L.___ ___ ___ 
WINTWNET GRASS CORN SUMFALO GRASORG 
_.__INTWET 42., 33 1 ------ 53 39 
GRASS 37,5 2 6 2 4 2 
___CORN .___75.6 4 17 9 0 3 - 5__ 
SUMFALO. 38.5 10 3 1 20 18 
N'AGR 0, _~___ -4____ 1 
GRASORG 47,6- 26 42 2 50
 
TOTAL 49,9 144 102 106 134 174
 
SUMXARY TABLE 
STEP VARIABLE rVALUETO Nc ERT U-STATTC APPROXU ATF 
_._NUWBER ENTERED REMOVED ENTER OR REMOVE VARIABLtS INCLUDED__... F-STATISTIC. 
1 16 E4504 116.1591 1 0.5824 116159 












5 10 07D2 9.4544 5 O,1i94 43,') 
5 s 4Z 6 0-67,527 
BB4-6
 












0.77715 0.41744 0.17596 0.16573 
VARIABLE ..... COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL VAIA2BES ­
4 R5D1 0,04604,_Ofl 4759 -0,12397 --­ Q,10189 











16 5fl4 _ . .­0,0 8 278 -0.n3407 0.10160 .. .. 05309 .... 
_r__.~j-7M80 , O59V --
CONSTANT 1,37220 3,147 9 1,5301 4,47417
 




GRASS -0.10481 -0.17709 -0.02529 l,05887
 
COnN . .. . 2.60383.- _,0.04903 - 0,024-76- _-0.02252
 
SutFALO -0,83325 0,19772 0,59098 -0,01134 
-" NO H AGR 0.f 1 n--2 0,0Q-3f152 3 92 

GRASORG -0.47697 0.54448 -0,09620 -0,01743
 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 








GROUP Mean Symbol Symbol 
Coordinates for Cases for Mean 
Winter wheat -0.66 -0.53 A 
Grass -0.10 -0.18 B 
Corn 2.60 -0.05 C 
Summer Fallow -0.83 0.20 D 
Non-agriculture -0.95 0.31 E 
Grain sorghum -0.48 0.54 F 
BB4-8
 
_______ ____ ______________ 




....... .3 	 ------- _+____
 
+ 
... .... I- _ _ _- - . .	 - - -. ­
2.7 * F'F 	 4 
a. ,r rrr
 
. - . ,. AAF.F F....___. . . . . .-. .
F.... 	 -

N 	 r D F FF 
o.. .i.e._.. _________r.S 	 F .- I' **A FF .. 
N 	 DF 4*F AFA F F c 
...... ___......_,__ 1)# F_*_E____­_.E' F._F _F._A_ 

C F AA**F" FDA *FF F FA C
 
A ..... .4F*AF* -A- *,* FFrr F,_ F ..... j& ..
 
L 	 .90 + A FDFD**FF**F VF F F
 
-, ______ .D F AO.CBE FA FFFF F. C I . CCC CC.. C C. .. .
 
V , AA AF$*F*6**F*A*C F A A C CCC C
 
A Foo *7o0F*Foo C .. L CC______________ 
R , A AB *ir4 AAD*' Fo C C CCCC C C C a CC. 
I ..... __E'FEF A*l*F A* *F*CFA_..*-.O.C._CC.3 CF.C. CC0.
 
A , * D* AF 2 A C CC C C CCC C C
k.d' 	 C
 
L 	 F DF**:FFI-F - ACBC tA C C CCC CC C
...- .. . , 	 AA bo".A, _ _ . . --. g -O .. s g G. .g 
.-- E- - -	 F-CC.Ccc. 
-.90 "*D*7 	 A*FAA C8 9 C
 
S* F _ 	 FF. ... ..A - . C. ......... ......... 

p A oAFA AA C*A * A - C
 
.-........ _ .A AA .A ...... .. C. .......... ­
*A A *A A F A C 
....... .__,,1_______ _A _..._____'_ .	 +
 
AA A A F A A A 
...- . ..... 	 4 A.J._ A_ A A _... . . . . . . _ . . .. 
A AAA A A 
A A 	 4 
~~~~~~~~AAA 
. ....... 	 A
... ___...._ 
* 	 A 
- -4,2 _ -_4..:? _ ____ ._____ ._ 4___. 
- 4.8 -3,6 -2,4 -1, 2 0.0 1 2 2, 6 46.8-
OVERLAP OF DIFFRENT GROUPS IS HN ICATED eY
•tJaan a a t t. t t a t .t ± .t 
4.5 *' 
.
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Discrimination Analysis of RICE County Using
 
.Prior Probabilities Proportional to Frequency
 
-. BMDP7M - STEPWISE DISCRIHINANT ANALYSIS,
 





.- GROUP CODES ORCUTPOINTS_MUS.T BE.-STITED, 
PROGRAM CONTROL INFORMATION
 











.ARIAB ADD = i. --- ...-.-. . .
 
-






---- SE,456JA9 dU 3 JdIiU.4fLO 
LABEL 1 .2.
 

















-UNIT = O, .-
CODE z 'RICE COI,
 





















PROBLEM TITLE . ,7.,.RICE CO SAMP, it 
NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO READ IN . . . . , , 20 
NUmB R OF VARIABLES ADDED BY.TRANSFORMATIONS,._ I----
TOTAL NUMPER OF VARIABLES , . , . . * * * . . ., 21 
__ NUMBER OF CASES .TOFAD_IN , , 660 
CASE LABELING VARIABLES . . . . , , ROW CCLUMN 
------ LIMITS AND MISSING VALUE-CHECKEDBEEOREBANSFORATIONS -
INPUT UNIT NUMSER , ..... . , . . . . . 12 







- " "_' "
 1NTERPRETIVE TRANSFORMATION ARE 

CROPGSOL c CROP TYP 'f SOIL TYP, 
- VARIABLES 70 BE USED,_ _ _ 
3 	25'I 4 5--6DD 6-8?;1L"7 902 
B D2 _ 9 80t2 ._±0 8S7 2 . 11. B4"3 12 85D3 . . .
 
.7 56f4
13 86D3 14 B7D3 1 94D4 16 85D4 
6B704 _2D_MOL_ TYP 
TCLERANCE, . , ...	 0..,_,0OO-
r-to-ENTER t a . t t . 4,000 
..F-TO-REMOVE, .,_, .,___ 3&996.. 	 ...




MAYIHUM NUMBER OF STEPS, , 40 
__PRIOR PROBA9ILITIES__. __. ,3500O 1 2400_,18000.O,900...100..... O.34700. 
___.BEFORLERANSFORMktION - --__INTERVAL.RZNSE 
VARiABLE HMNHUI MAXIMUM MISSINO CATEGOAYCATEGORY GREATER LESS THAN 
Lo NAHE LIMIT LIMIT CQkE CODE NA E TUAL TO 









"uNBIKrS.AitEAD:; 	 660o 
BB-2 REIRODUcL3ILoTY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
MEANS 
...... f U _ _ w I fR E iRS - liN $_ _ N N A . ...ALL"-P_u p 97TW UMFAU _ .... RAS Rd.. ­
_.VARIABLE . .. 
3B4ni '25,50633 . . 22,81250.. .22,47059 ... 2248077"'- 2171429 2309170 " 23 077727 
4 8501 _........24,66245 _ .j9.93750 20,23329 .... 19,596:,5 --- 8,71429 .. 20,48035 ... 2103636 ..­
5 B601 29,10127 27.31250 23,22689 24,846-5 22 7%429 20 01493 26,53182 
6 07Dt _ .4,76059 _ 14,43750 _ 11,42017 _ 2,807(,9 11,85714 1IV3 3 738 3,5o0 0 0 _ 1 . 
"-"7 B402 34,67089 -- 34,93750- - 34,99798 "39,7W9!3- - 33,00000 . ..36,91266 -33157576.. . 
89 DE __ _ 3,04388 35,00D00 6t85714 __ 6,096!,5 33,4 -90 o2 2 36...... 
9 B6112 49,47257 45,93750 40,39496 47,38411 48,71429 47.51965 46,9o000
I n n~n2 _ _....26 ,54A008 .24.75000 20 35294... ._24,500(io __ 26100000 ... 24,10044 .. .24,368j8S _ 
II 84D3 32,85654 31,87500 31,a2605 33,6341,1 33,71429 35,72926 33,58788 
_12 n5 D3___ _32,75949-_28 ,81250__ 27,697 48._34 5571-9 __3.34 14 286 ... 7.,7 7729 . Z~3164848 
13 B6n3 38,79747 41.75000 43,38655 3814807'7 39t57143 42,53712 4 0,977 i7 
..14 a 713 .... .. 599 16 20 37500 _ 221 7 9 ... 81 ; .. 8,71429 ...20 17031 09,55152 -­
15 9404 39.45992 33,37500 30127731 59,0370'9 37142831 36,37555 36,58182 
1 6 85p4 .. . . 43,65401 ....35 ,31250_ 24 ,63025 - 42,55769 .-- 4li28571 37,80349 .. 37,88030 -. 
17 86n4 43,91561 44,81250 D2,45378 46,8076,9 44,85714 45 52402 48,06818 
... 2 3, 8 6920- 2 2, 812 50 .... 1 ,7 14 29 135 4,45 9 09 18 87D4 0 , 4285 7__.22 ,500(10_ 22,:6 12 
20 SOIL TYP 2,43o38 2.31250 2151261 2,46054 2,42857 2,29258 2,39617 
.,0 000 0 _ 8 .19 CROP .Y P I... .,00 0 0 0 - 3, 0 0 00 0- 4,00 00 .. .. 5,0 00oa0 . 6,oo 00 4,092 42 .. 
~COUNTS . . . . . 237, . .16,. . . . 119,.. . .. . 2 . . .7, ... 229, .. 660 . .. 
co .......
SiTA NDARD..DEVUA TIODNS-
QROUP..... WjNTWHET .... GRASS ... . COIN - _.... U FA (0 .-. --. NON AGR ... FASORQ .. A4 GP.. . 
=VARIABLE
 
3 B4D0 .. ... 4,.88392 . . . 3,69177 ..__ _ 3,50985 .. . 2, 338115. . . 2,751,62 . .. 44701 , 3'97254 .. 
4 BSnl 7,55741. 5,84772 5,43483 4,169:!6 3 25137 :42378 6119935 
--5 11601 ___ _ 7 -_ 6.700 44_ .6,96777 -_ 4 103-19 _ _ 4123140-. -_ 6 33970 -.. 6,67403,30671 _ 
6 87% 3,74652 4,04QJ8 4,59657 2,58226 2,79455 3:79106 3,81236 
..7 q4 02 . . 4..32294 ... .,644 96 __ _ 4 ,26733 -...... 4,759.17 . .. 5,53-77 ... 4,53942 .. . 4,40696 .. 
8 B5n2 8,17013 9,05964 7,22318 8,490!10 9,97352 e,77093 8o21174 
._9 8602 8, 2 _,_.6,28722 . 6,832926 .. . 1=0423 3 .. .. 4 309,;6 .... 47097 .... :7 0 8 6 
to 87D2 4,57002 4,:5825 8 4,37556 4,0 7:.2 5,16398 4,05591 4 32558 
1.1 84D5 4,88647 _ 2,70495 _ 3?5QI95 _ _ 56,19_.. 5,52914 .. . . 5,472i0 _ _4,07750 
12 9b5 8,44104 5,02286 6,28363 9,2610)0 a,09174 10,024e9 ... 8170289 
13 06n5 .. ..... ,120 46 __ __ 6,658533___.. .6,60009 .. ... 19 42 .7..... 6,754J9 ... 82404 -. 8,07184 -­
14 B7DS 4,47825 4.09675 3,93779 3,9340)3 3,45033 4,75282 4,4 84i 
15 8404 . _ 4,56630 _ __Z 32415 ,56519 4... 14 71529 4,43160 4 34497484 3 
168 5o4 8,23480 -- - 6,05015 ---- 7,18 15 0 -- 8 48 , .... 6,65117 ... 8,268 0 3 .... 8 02854 ... 
...17 06r.4 - 7122704 -6.15596 _ 6,o7125 987,)4 _ 6136209.. .. 7,15931 _ 6187773 
in 87D4 3,98989 4,69352 5,16601 2,831.49 3,25137 1,89805 4,$3336 
20 SOILTYP_.. ..0,63j45 0,4787i _ 0,5o195 _ , 4 1 . .0,56738 ........ ..o 5 4 2.. C'58433.. 
19 CROP TYP Do, , o, 0, O, 10, 00 
STEP NUBER 0 
VARIABLE F TO FORCE * VARIALEF T FO-RCE-TOLERAC
 
_ REKVE.-LEVEL_' ENTER LEVEL------

DFa 5 655 q DF% 5 654 
0 3 84D _ __ 144593 .- I_ 11000 
4 B5D1 15,643 1 1000000 
* 6 67D1 13t26± 1 1,00n000 
* 7 84D2 .7s246 ..I _ 110C0000 
110cOOm
* 8 B5D29678. 5 

_______________ ~9 86132 29 ,9 63 Al 1,00OQCI 
• 10 87D2 32t867 2. 1 0o 
12 85D3 23,037 1 1,00000 
A 13 86D 8 354 .. _.._1.01000 
* 14 87D3 14,1V6 1 1,000nao 
* .15 B44 __ 74t6B6 * ... O000 0 
* 16 85D4 93,452 1 1,00a0no 
18 97D4 63,22L 1 11000000 







-VARIABLE _. 7 TO_- FORCE_....ARIABLE ... F TO FORCE _OLERNCE
 
REMOVE LEVEL * ENTER LEVEL
 
- nrt_ 649 __- 1-q_- -. 648 .
5 _ Dnr 5 -.-. .
 
4 85D1 7,956 1 0 3 B4D± 0,602 5 0,091205
 
-_6 87 4,A.899- 1 i 5 B6VM 0,374 -j -. 0,C61799
 
10 B7D 2 7,143 1 4 7 14D2 2,343 3 0,750391
 
... 2 . . 7,955...J 8B5D2 2,936 _t__ OzI29o
8503 Y 

16 8504 34.177 1 * 9 B62 2,290 . 04t58865 
i6 !D.eL 5 1,,201.JI _11 8403 _-_ .2,0 18 .. 010787581 -

* 13 8603 2,189 1 0t461416
 
14.703 - 104 _1__ _._._ 6 00939 
15 84D4 0,847 1 0,091606 
.F17 2604 . .t, 186 -- -01085686 
20 SOIL TYP 2,187 1 OB85998
 
t-STAII$7!C OR 4ILK$' LAMBDA o,3b66451 DEGREEs-oVEED04--6--5... 654
 
-APP.RXIHULJ-Ft$IAflIJ C - 2 3--D-RE OFS-I 
- E 4 AT.RI ... ------ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ 






- ASMFLL 6.82 4.41 72,81. 
....NON AG.. 52 ....----...- 1___-±.-_$744i -





GROUP 2 WNTWHET GRASS CORN SUMFALO NON W SRASORG 
-VyARIABLE -- ____ *.__ 
4 8501 0,05471 V0,05205 0,17085 -.0,06965 -0,07025 0,01566 
... 6 8701. 0,26827. .0,42135 __ 005637 -- 021081 01272 ._ 0,18968 _ 
10 8702 0,71167 0.74985 0,45993 0,63083 0,781-7 C,66 49 
2 8503 J,326290.,258166.62652 -0 ,3627___ 03673 0,40761 __ 
16 85D4 0,40827 0,29537 0,12883 0.46064 0,4-,394 C,35039 




CLASSIFICATION MAtRIX . . . . .. . .
 
- ROUP P0RR O---.......... OP " -. 

. ... CORRECT--.. .. .. 
WINTWHET GRASS CORN SUMFALO NON AGR ORASORG 
- WINTWHET 63,7 ..- 1% 1 - .11- - a- 0 74 
GRASS 0, 8 0 2 0 0 6 
.... CORN.. 79 -8 i2 0 9__ O) a 
_12_
SUHFALO 0, 21 0 1 0 0 30 
"NON AGR -. O, . .0...0-.. 
_ 
GRASOROG 70,7 61 0 6 0 0 162 
-TOTAL 61,8 255 1 ±15 0 0 289 
JAVKKNZFED CLASSIVICATION
 




WINTWHET GRASS CORN SUMPALO NON AGR GRASORG 
WIN1WWET 62d9 149 . . 11 1 - - .75 _ 
GPASS 0, a 0 2 0 0 6 
- CORN - --- 7_9,_ 12-c_0 95 0 __ O.... - -
SUMFALO 0, 21 
 0 2 a 0 30 
... NON AGR-- 0 . .. 2 0 -. a0- O 5
 
GRASORG 69.9 63 0 6 0 0 160
 
TOTAL 61,2 2 5 1 115 1 0 288
 
VRIABLE 
STE-- VARAB-- VALUE TO NHUER or 
 U-OVETISTlC APPROXIM4E





2. 16 R1fl4 
- 9 ,457 
-­
,9 931452
2 1 87D4. ._2,697 2 0,456 71,984

±12 503 20,9253 3 0,358j 54,080
4 47..Bb 
_4599 t,3363.. 42,014




_0 _983 ...... 

BB5-6 
nP ROmTlcmmn OF TH-
OPTITK ! 4Th IS PO014/ 
--
Percentage of Variation Between Groups Explained 
Elgenvalues 1.53071 0.21092 0.03385 0.02832 0.00293 
Percentage 84.72 11.67 1.87 1.57 0.16 
Canonical Correlation 
0.77772 0.41735 0.18094, 0.16595 0.05406 
_. VARIABLE .COEPFICIENTS.ORCANQNICAVALRABLE. ­
.. 4 65DL____ OO4654-0,04834~013858..-O,7601 .0,02882 ._
 




.10 97D ,07-3-Q0,fl613.....Q735-.Q.,0894.0- r2C3,__ .
 
12 B5P3 0.02099 0,07962 0.05281 -0.06415 v0,00539
 
....16 504 0.08263 !-0,n3455 . 0,08581 - 0,072i0 - 0,0440 .
 
1S RTp4 .0.17131 -0,06695 -0,05022 --0,1076 0,02306
 
CONSTANT.. . 59490 3,j6445 -2,3057 -4,03609 -- 64621.
 
GROUP CANONIAFVAREABE EVAL ATFGROUP MEANS
 
S.. INTWHET--- 0,64311_--70,53704 -- _0,05662 __ 0,03145 .- 0,0019B
 
GRASS 0.09584 -0,j7488 -0,17418 1.03864 0,04672 -­
....1- ..-. 2,UJ.U 4 --.Ua 21, .-- _Q ,02O4 . t ,0 567 .- -9___?.. . 
SULFALO 0,82440 0,9477 Q0,56549 .0,12632 0,05280 
N0$AGRn 4 .- 144 641-0 ±296- 0, 4974....,o9362fQl-3 rlA 





GROUP Mean Symbol Symbol 
Coordinates for Cases for Mean 
Winter wheat 0.65 -0.54 A I 
Grass 0.10 -0.17 B 2 
Corn -2.61 -0.05 C 3 
Summer Fallow 0.82 0.19 D 4 
Non-agriculture 0.94 0.31 E 5 
Grain sorghum 0.47 0.54 F 6 
BB5-8
 
OVSRLAP OF DFFMERNT GROUPS 1S NDICATED BY. . ..
 
. . .. . a aa# 4 
* I­
,_-.- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- : . . . 
2.7 €' 7!' 4 
2 
. A .. , . .,. FTP.PFF FA F. .. ..:... .. . . ... . . . . ,. . 
N0- 1 8 -. F . rF AFF A** F r'F -F., 
N FFTP AFA AF*l F 









F FF* ADFrFF**AA F 





C rFFFF,* **DFDF A A 
000C....C__CC-CCC . .D-A*- C _.F "FF A EBnapA r FTOA 
C C C A A F POA.*Fa60FFQ FA A 




















A 2 FA F*A- *F 
AFCo*oD A----------..--
L , C CC CCC C C A * CC A * '1FF *.o AF 
-. 90 + 
C..L.......-. . -AF aF A~oaaDA A--_ 
8BC AAP.AR*r~40. 
___ 
. . . . . .. . . . . FF Fvc r*A A .- . .... 
2 * 
.. . .. .. .._ 
C C 
.,___Jc .. 
A A AAaC AAAA AA 
:It.......A# 'CA af A oA A . - -
, C A Fr A* AAAD 









A AA A 
. A D A q 
AA A AAA A 
. ., .... 
.2,A7 + A A 4 
, _ _A A 
* A 
......... r5... "r1• 
... ..........~~t6-~ -8- .-T,,-_. . ........- . ...-...;7 8... . .. 0..... 0. ..... _-"3-"6...4'12.. 
"6. .4,8 -3,6 2.4 -1#2 0,0 1.2 2.4 3.6 4 
CANONICAL VARIABLE 1 
OV RLAP Or 
4.5 4 


























I - .0,0___ 
A2 
L *3 
-. 90 4 









.. % * I, _ 
-2, 7 2 
---- - a -
* 
- ------ - -
p 
... 6 *,,S.,**.,,,,., **,p,*I.*,*I**, ,......... ..................... 4. -.. 
.2...  .... ..r5,4. ..-"K42........ 
"6,0 .4,6 -3,6 
B.,'......-----,6......---,.0..-
-­2.4 -1.2 0.0 
CANONICAL VARIAVE I 
It 2 2,4 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR,
 
APPENDIX 8B6 
Discrimination Analysis of RICE County With 
Prior Probabilities and 'NON-AGRICULTURAL' Category 
Not Used to Calculate the Discrimination Function 
8MOP7M - STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS.
 
HEALTH SCIENCES COMPUTING FACItITY
 
UN.IVERSITY OF CALIFORMIA, LOS ANGELES
 
"--IN 	 THIS VERSION OF-BMOp7M 
-- GROUP (,OQES OR OUTPOINTS MUST BE STATED. 












VARIAB ADC = 1.
 




- B50VZ' , * 6,O2 t3712 4 24 ,3" "5D3",rB6O03 - ,-07D3 ,'E4D1,3SD4' 
























COOL = *RICE CO'.
 






















PROeLEM 	TITLE . .- .RICE.CO SAMP. 1. 
*NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO REAC IN........... ._ 
NUMEk OF VARIabLES ACUEi -yT;.ANSF6PM"ATIONS. 
_ 1 
TOTAL ?2JMBER OF VARILBLES 21 
NUM6Ek OF CAS.S TOREL IN..... ,...... . . 660 
CASE LABELING VARIAaLS... . . . . . . . . . . .ROw COLUMN 
LIMITS AND HISS:'NG VALUE CHEKEC-BEfORE TR~ffFckMATIONS 
INPUT UNIT NUMBER . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 








INTERPPETIvE TR NSF iAT I ON5S R F
 




3 5401 4 8501 5 8501 6 0701 7 8402 
8 502 
-_" 3 _ _r--_D 12_ B503­13 B1D3 14 8703 15 84.4 16 8504 17 B604 
- 18-7-G 2-'-SOLTYP­
...TCLU<AIJCE. ,. . . . . . . - '07-010' 






n-'Iu, - -.Ern-[£r . .	 p 
MAXIUM rUMBLR OF STEPS.* 40
 
PRION PROBABILITIES. 
. OT359OO-O2T-bO'--TW6--a-- oc3;3o­ntO 7 L 
-- EFO-RE TRA'NSF0RlAT'ON 
 T-T.RV L G

VARIABLE MiNiflUM MAYcIMUi HISSING CATEGORY CATEGORY GREATER LESS THAN 
RoTMELIMIT LIMNIT CODE ODEC NANQTRk 




a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 	 4-c, -c~c-C~F-__________ 
4.0b0 0 SUI'FALO 
aoofoz GZASORG 




4 13501 24.66245 19.93750 2U.23529 19:o59615 18. 714 29 23.48335 21.86983 
....5 8601 Z9 .10127 27,.3125"-2 3 . 2664-24. 64 615-- 22.,714 29----26. 0349 3--'2 6.57274-­
6 6701 14.,78059 14.43750 i1,42Gi7 .12. 8oT69 11.o85714 13.39738 13o.T1bl 
" 
-"7 84C2 3°79 3,'950 4.59 5 G -''- 3-300000-36;9126E- 35.603.37 ' 
8 8502 33.e436a 35.0u000 36.85714 36. 09615 33.14286 39.02620 36.°4160 ? 
-- 9 8602 49.47257:-....45.93756" 4 .39496-'47o3a4o1"--4d.71429 . ..47. 51965 ...... 46. b 8J5 5 ­
10 B7L2 26.5408 24.75000 20.35294 2 4.,BG0 0 ZE.00000 24.10044 Z4.S5C69 
-

I--11 B4 D3 32,85654 3 1. 8 75 00 - 31. t2 E05-3 3 .6 34 6 1-33. 714 29 35.72926"'-13 3.70Q52 
12 e L03 32.75S49 28.81250 27.69748 34.557a9 34. 14286 37.77729 33.643ig 
-- 13 6 603 3 8 .7 9 77 4 1 ;7 50 0ff 1;3 -38655F------3 8 - '7 r- 39Tt57 i4-2. 5.3 1 Z- -40;9 9 L 
14 B703 id.59916 20.37500 22-48739 18.o11538 18. 71429 20.i17031 19.86371 
"15 3S. 45 9 2--3 37-- B404 5 .3 ?5 0 0 -3G. 27??3 f n. 0576 9"-3 7. 428 57 G... 5 5- 3 6. 57 74 
16 8514 4 3 .6 5 1 35. 31250 24,63025 42.55769 4t. 285 71 37.80349 37.84380 
""17 6604..... 48 .91 61"----44.6125 0- 5 2.453 78--'-4 6. a u769----4 . 57 14--45.o52402 .. 48 . i 6 0­
18 87D4 23.85920 22.81.250 35. 2857 22.50010 21.71429 22.61135 24.48651 
-- 20 SO IL TP .. - G.g .5Y: 2qB 5-4----& Z57---- 25 aZ'.3 966T­--- .;4.s3 2' 3!-25T- -. ' -2. 

19 CROP TYP 1.00000 2. OO000 3.OOO0C 4.00000 5.00600 6.00300 4.08270
 
wCOUNTS 237, 16. 119. 52. 7. 229. 653°
 
0% 
!t~ o... . ..S T A N OA k D D E V IA T I O 14 S. . 
GROUP = WINTWHET WRSS CORN SUHFALO NON AGR GRASORG GPS. US 
VARXABLE 
3 B40i 4.88392 3 .691V77 3.50985 2. 33b85 2. 751632 3.44701 3.98209 
""4 B501 .... 7.55?41- 5. 84779-"5. 4 - £9 .. .38£7...42376 8. . 22 2"-
Bb6Cl 7.36E71 6.70044 b.96777 4.10349 4.23140 6.33970 6.69259 
" 
...6 0701f'3- 74b5Y2 4. 049i-6 -49 -- d2-- 2 96--I- 7£ - -- '~ 
7 8402 4.32294 2. b4496 4.?G7 33 4.,75937 5.53775 4.,53342 4*39513 
8'650BO d.17Ci3--- 5.05(36L;"- ?7.22318- ti.4,)o50-'- 9.92352---'8. 77093----6.i19422--­
9 (3602 6.,22021 6. 28722 8.32'926 6. J4283 4.30946 6. 47097 6.72657 
...10 6762 4 .570'2- 4. 5625 8"----- -. 37356 -4". 12- 5. 16398'-- - 4. 0 591-4. 31705-­
11 0403 4.88647 2.7u493 3.50i95 5.150,9 5.52914 5.47213 4.87136 
13 B603 8.1?046 6.65833 6.60009 ' 7.94217 6.751+19 8.824U4 8.08364
 
...14 B703 4.47e25---409675-- 3.937?q -- 3. 93403 - .450 33"--4.7528Z --- 4.4364C ­
15 B404 4. 5663C 3.32415 3.56519 4.84834 3.73529 4.493160 4. 35C2Z 
16"IB504 8 .23480----6. 03L-3--7 .t8150---6.49 1B6- 6,Bi61 ..8. 26803- -8. 04jig 
17 Bb04 7.22704 6. L5596 6.07125 5.9d 73 4 6.36209 7. 13931 6,ed233 
20 SOIL TYP 0.63145 0.47871 0.50195 0.64051 0.53452 0.56738 0.5a477 
3.. G9'FOP TP - ;U ;0.0 0 
STEP NUHBEa--' -_ 
-VARIAFLL 1- 10 FU~ A4AL E 
REMOVE LEVEL * ENTER LEVEL 
* 3 B4DI 17.679 1 1.0o000oo 
5S B6l 17.177 1 1.0000aa 
CFs7f T-6fl 9 1. ±. 0oz a 0 















S 1 t34D3 20.494 1 1.00 20 
13 8603 10.360 1 1*000060 
"-703 17-b 4 1 .2"3,60u  -
* 15 8 .C4 93.005 1 1.0o00000 
1±7 86C4 22.129 ± ±,C2o00G 





V;RIA2LE ENTERED 6 TOI
 
VARIAELE F TO FORCE * VARIABLE F TO FORGE TOLERANZE 
REMOVE LEVEL ENTEt LEVEL 
OF= -4 643 OF= 4 612 
... 8501 . ... 9.520 1 * "38B4u1 0.7"4 I O.5&91T5 
6 8701 5.831 1 3 5 86(1 0.316 ± 0.61829 
108e702 6.757 1 * 7 2432 2 c ± Q.756633 
12 503 22.27 1 * 8 8552 3.566 1 0.P14539 
166504 42.059 I 4 9 36D2 2996 Q5643 
18.87D4 64.975 ±1 11 B43 2.l474 1 0.79214 
±3 8-60- T;7±9 1 0.46346 
14 8733 2.531 1 2599 
* 	 15 84C4 U.5PE--1- - .391737? 
1 86u4 _ . 4.3t 1 0.0850$6±7 
-'- TATI~fICOR WILKS -LAII(BUA -oS 	 rF O ~038S? f 

APPROXIMATE F-STATISTIC 37.527 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 24.C0 2244.3T
 
F -	MATRIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 6 643 






SUNFAL 6.80 4.40 72.31
 
NON AG 1.51 1.73 14.32 0.42
 








.... 4 asot i.84J?7 - 0, 55T1----if6' s-T;- "'f" - % 7 
6 870± 0.26622 0.41846 0.657N5 6.20951 0.i8918 
- 0 aYO2 O.70286 0.74674 tt2630 .66t7 rB70 557 

12 55C3 0.32E35 0.2583& 0.26741 0. -6294 0.40734
 
-
16C6504 V.4 176 0.298Th 0.13434 -CC3 7-h35= 
18 8704 0.98679 0.95061 1.51043 6.i5073 0.93979 




BEGNAL isPOORRODCIBATYor THE 
CLASSIFICATIO N--ATATRIX&
 
GP0IP-EF;;c; ENT KUw~aE-rrrrcSES CLAS SIFIED I NTQ-GOU~r 
CORRECT 
WINTWHET-'G 9AS"--COR--SUFALO-GRh.rORGw... 
WINTWHET 63.7 ±51 1 11 0 74 
GRASS - , 4 G 
CORN 







NON AGR 0. 2 
GRASORG' - -7Ca 7 ­- --­6 " 
0 
0 
0 0 5 
62 
--. TOTAL - 2,- - 5 W r i i r b 2 6r 
FE--CA3SSIFrCT ION
-- JACK tCT 

-- GROUP----	 PLRC E NT mU iQ r-FcrsE -Ixs- rr T- T--I J r 
COkRECT 
WINTWHET 62.9 149 1 1 1 75
 
"-GASS-- . 8 0 z 0 6 
CORN 79.8 12 0 95 0 1z 
SUiFALO 0.... 1 0 ,t'r9-21 -
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Percentage of Variation Between Groups Explained 
Eigenvalues 1.52504 0.21103 0.03195 0.02824 
Percentage 84.90 11.75 1.78 1.57 
Canonical Correlations 
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APPENDIX BB7 
Discriminant Analysis of RICE County Using Combined 
Classification Variable Incorporationg Both 
Soil and Crop Types 
(Linear contrasts separated crop categories only) 
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Points to be plotted 
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APPENDIX C 
Morton County LACIE Intensive Study Site 
Computer compatible tape coordinates 
FR 160 LR 359 
FC 270 LC 469 
20 	Bands of ERTS data from 5 dates: 
October 23, 1973 
May 9, 1974 





ERTS observations ID's: 






Rotation and distortion parameters for ground truih Londs ioovercry ERTS bands. 
+ 15.70 Rotation 
Vertical Stretch .116 pel/pel at upper left 
Horizontal Stretch .05714 pel/pel at upper left 
Soil types taken from map of Morton County reconnaissance soil conservation 
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 1947. 
Crop types were identified from landuse data collected by ASCS, June, 1974, 
prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division, 
S &AD JSC/NASA, Houston, Texas, September, 1974. 
APPENDIX CC1 
Discriminaton Analysis for MORTON 
Using Raw Data 
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CLASSIFICATION HATRIX
 
.GROUP PEPCENT _. UBE OF CASES CLASSIFIEO INTO GROUP -
CORREP CT
 
WINTWIET GRASS CORN SUMFALO fCN AGR WATER CRASCRG RYE 
fl - .INTWIET184.4 707 12 3 55 23 9 9 
GoASS 70.7 6 14? .. 3 6 37 a 2 7 
COPN 60.4 7 5 16 9 4 4 46 ± 
SUMFALO 72.5 30 6 13 534 39 16_ 73 26 
ONAGR 80.1 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 
WATER 106.0 0 - 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
GRA SOF G 51.1 2 0 17-........ - 3 5 4 5 7 
RYF- .-75 f 1 0 0 0a 0 2 23 
TOTAL . 75.1 753 170 153 618 110 36 .177 86 
JACKKNIFED CLASSIFICAT3ON ....... ..... ...... . . ......... ... .
 
GROUP . PEPCCNT NUfrBER OF CASES.LASSIFIEO INTO GROUP - ................
 
CORPECT 
WINTWHET G'ASS CORN SUMF4LO NCN AGR WATEP GRASOrG RYF
 
WTNI4TFET 84.1 705 13 3 55 23 9 to 21
 
GRASS . q.2 6 . 4. 3 6 38 a 2 7
 
CO P 59.4 8 5 1 14 9 4 4 47 
SUMFALO .. 71. - 30 ... 7... 14 529 40 6.. 75 26-­ 

hON AGR 40.0 2 1 a 2 0 0 0
 
- ATSR C. 0 .0 01 0 0 _aa _ 0
 
GPASORG 43.2 0 20 12 3 6 3e 7
 
FYE . 72.7 1 0 0 5 0 0 3 24
 
TOTAL 74.1 752 173 j55_ 617 . 10 35 . 76 85 
STEP VARIAELE F V LU TO NUM3ER OF U-STT;STIZ. A~c=OXIMATE 
NUfEE{R. ENTERED REMOVED . ENTER OR REMOVE VARIAELiS :NCLUDED F-STATiSTI I 
I iI EL03 241.1845 1 0.5538 241.185
 
2 20 E5L5 220. 4 63 2 0.318823C.658
 
i 6 27 1. 162.839s 3 C.2372 18E.193
 
21_635 81.1829 4 C.13;5 15c.822 
5 24 SOIL TYP 73.1057 5 0.1498 143.3E5 
6 14 P703 41.0387 6 .317 12E.222 
7 3 84j 32.4557 7 0.11BS ±12.8S2, 
a 9___E02 27. 3344 8 - C.I)86 ___t32. ____ 
S 12 P5L3 23.5C86 9 0.1909 93.8F4 
_ I 7 PD2? 22. 266 10 0.093H 87.0:5
 
Ii 16 650q 16.753-5 ii 0.q888 8C.82]
 
12 4 6531 7.7665 12 0.0866 74.660
 
13 22 TC5 6,4846 13 0.1347 69.362
 
1 17 RED4 6.4223 It,1.C829 6L.655
 
15 5im2404 59166 - 05936ic
 
IE 8 25D2 4.0917 it 0,0802 57.352 
Percentage of Variation Among Groups Explained 
Eigenvolues 2.21455 0.80105 0.69378. 0.20089 0.04501 0.00880 0.00407 
Percentage 55.81 20.19 17.48 5.06 1.T3 0.22 0.10 
Canonical Correlations 




AI-18LE. CEFFICIFNTSFOR CANONICAL VARIABLES 
-................ ._ 
3 2401 C.0 7157 -. 9067 0.,02. E9 0.,C948 0.1284 -. 060r%7 -C.274S6 
C. E501 0.02201 0.12C76 0.01118 -0.01330 .G1406 -0.(;0103 Io07194 
6 B701 0.03279 . 0.39934 -0.13391 ....-0.,a929 -0.15434 0.03191 a. 01551 
7 8402 -0. C029 0.05330 0.07812 0.1554 e -0.13482 0.14737 -0.'22552 
8 502 _ a-.032?8 -0.01220 0.03092 -0.06 59 ... V;.1x29 -0. 20427 0.37173 
S 5602 0.0s32 -v.06136 0. 00586 -0. .c.95S9 C.QC 254 0f.15E34 0.9 2V 
1i 34C3 -0.12570 0.c575 0.05218 0.00500 -0. 2423 ' -t. 05541 -0.26738 
12 -25C3 -P. r01502 -0.07023 -,.0.12477 -d.0 496- 0. 110 l' 022 070. 0.13731 
14 2703 0 .12E3 -0.01815 -0.01175 - 0.55$.4 0.1043 -C, 54 3 ,.T42SS 
15 24C4 9. 00,477 .. 0b756 0.08933 0. G7,354 a.02054 C. 15 955 C.23323 
16 =50C4 -0.00547 __-0.04S85 . -0.08E77 -0.4138 0,0613 -C.07216 -0.215554 
17 26C4 0.004E9 -0.03643 -0.01390 0.02750 -C.15116 -0. C683, -0. afq24 
20 A505 0.04122 -0.15429 0.07657 0. 02334. -0.0873A 0.02479 0.32100 
2" 8605 0.03923 0.11963 C.OU070 -0.00119 --. 00423 -C.G3C96 C. C2EE3 
22 R705. . -1.076EE0 __0 .00726 _ -0.12133 -0.01362 0.0E205 0.14586 -G. 04E28 
24 SOIL TYP -0.2?d77 C.21414 0.74557 -1.93160 -0.428,6 -0.40442 G.39417 
CC W -3.'49076 5.58173 -­ 1.60270 8.12547 7.15987 0.41353 8.14782 
05CC CNCNCLL AELE £VAZUA",; ATi Ci.0UP MEAN 
%INWHNET 1.78894 ___ 0.10933 _ -0.1E257 0.03294 . .n146 -0.00616 *.C2359 
GPASS -0.93447 1.46395 1.96C47 0.14810 -0.0719 0. 00348 0.01945 
COPN . -191707 1.60535 -- -1.46496 -0.094 1 ... 0.286 0.02417_ -0.0529 
SUFFALO -C°Q5c1 -0.97400 C.10656 0.12335 0. 04913 0. C0294 0.00219 
NON AGR -1.08672 0.66i&8 0.S1386 3.79 9 -0. 16378 -0.5i523 -1.24711 
WATER -0.90238 -0.16215 -0.91~S~ 0.02±65 -1.86425 2. 81991 -0.50952 
GR ASORG -1.604!5 0.36809 -1.28270 -0.21520 -0.87851 -0.1114 C.03103 
RYE -0.10102 -C.66145 1. 09143 -3.45455 . 13358 0.30347 -0.04102 
Mean Symbol Symbol 
Group Coordinates for Cases for Mean 
Winter wheat 1.7? 0.11 A I 
Grass -0.93 1.45 B 2 
Corn -1.92 1.61 C 3 
Summer fallow -1.07 -0.97 D 4 
Non-agriculture -1.09 0.66 E 5 
Water -0.90 -0.16 F 6 
Grain sorghum -1.60 0.37 G 7 
Rye -0.10 -0.66 H 8 
CC 1-6
 
OVERLAP 6F " A V RO DIPFFERENTZ F.R N GrROUPS "is'R U 5 Z NOICATrOZ OZ A SYB -V-- -­................. .. ........ .......... 
.. . 
4.5 + 
. . . . . . . . . .... . 
C 
. .C C C . . ..... ... . .....8_ 8 + 
C C 
C C C C B A 
3.6 CCC C B + 
C C C c B 
.......................... C 
cc 
B . 8..................A A 
C _ C CCc CC 8C- *0 ---6-6 a 0O 
A .C CCCC BDC89B 9 A A -
o0 C 4C0C 8B e'ee' B AA A A 
14 














A AAAA __ + 
C C CC*GC3 E'Ei8 8 * A A AOAAAA A A A A A 
A . ----- COACC'G*CGD"',238 AA AH)- AA A A A A -A A 
L rC*GCC G 2E9C' B'e CA AGA-A AA AAAAL'AA A A A 
* C G * G DOC 'f2;3fBD.l 8B AA* ADA A ADAAA' AA-A AAA A 
V .90 + C ECGGC C RE'(.v8*8' *O C 4 CA AAA*AAAAAAAAAAAA4 AAA Aft 
A C C. G* -GIA5 ABC- A138C AAAAAA'AAA AAAAAC AAA AA 
P. **''CCV--S'C~8 B 4AQ-AAAAA A'AA'A AAA-1A A A A A 
r . 0 'CCC'?' A-** 8' O*A'A ­ -'AAAAAA AAAAAAAAA A A A 




DCGGGO 0 3'CD-Th *'C 
*0'OCA4' t ''60! DAD 
AAA AA*AA... AA 
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*~~~ 




C'A 'OADA'A'A AAA AAA 




2-90 + 'D*CO'C D4'O'D O4'DO'4*A*AAAA AAA AAAAA A4 
__ G--____D0OOOODOCO''"'*DDOCO 04$ ** - A AA-- AAAA ±AAA A______ 
* DO OND)* D'OJ
DO COD-OCCOIOC'OD 













-1.* + 0 DDODOG 0UJ9DD00DfhCCD'0 AA AA A +_____ 
r. . oooOOo"A DO' o A A 
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C HINTAL VARIABLE I 
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CANtONICAL VA B':" 
APPEUDIX D
 
Saline County LACIE Intensive Study Site
 
Computer compatible tape coordinates 
FR 300 LR h19 
FO 16o LO 289 





















+ 16.00 Rotation -

Vertical Stretch 001 pel/pel at upper left.
 
Horizontal Stretch 0.05714 pel/pel at upper left
 
Soil types taken from map of Saline County reconnaissance soil conservation
 
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 1946.
 
Crop types were identified from land use data collected by ASCS, June,
 
1974, prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
 






Discrimination Analysis for SALINE County 
Using Soil Type 
_ F7 . __TE ' is,-. r is cR I_. ____LJ s
 
HFAL'H SCIE,'CES Cn!'PLITIt FACILITY
 
__.P7_. __....I rIVER-QSAIIS-i aA&oFE1& -­
. --.'ROUEOGODES. 07 CrUt1 :$s_ VJ5 SE_ .EIAT 
PRQRA; I CCNTRPL I"CRt'AT !ON
 




M IT .2 
COPt = 'SALING Cit
 
______ _C. T _=--I Al A ' :
 
LAE-L m rSALIIE CD SAMPLE I';/
 
____ VUPB ............
ADVi lPl= I ROW I , lr-4-r1 I , I 95DIfI , 6D1' I M l' I ,. 1B41,2 
IPSD7.1 111P6.,2 I. "7 ?y 1 1 ! 4D3 I, _B_5_D IJ P-631LB_D3 ! 
IAME I ICCU"LNH 
'C')P TYFP,?O!L TYPI,OCPQSOLI,
 
I"CF -_.A4rC 5,t±2A', 10. 1 1, 1 . 13,1 4, 16





o8 "JA'E IWI"CTWlUETl'CDASSI.lIQN?'NON" AGt' ­
* -____.Jj1/5_f$ lGIL ,Sy PF- ,I /_______________ 
PpAT 
STEP; - " _ " 
CLASS i,,,,,,,,901,1,341/
PLOTCA,,2N ICt, 




.OBLEM TIT, ;,, , ; ,;SAj I!PE CO, SMO i, ERTS GT 
t1 .ur OF 'vAR1An, ES If READ Is' . . . 17 
?P" -El OF VRPIA .L3F iZDE2 2LTD ANY'O,. lS .. 0 
T(TAL NMUJ1rFR -F VARIAPLES , , ,*, , . , 17
______Ut'ttE OL._A9S, , , ,, ,., ,, 1_"o 
CASF LAFUL?,G 'tAL ,,,,,,,,,,,, P. COLUMN 
-L IT A t I I,',VALU C.E2 -n $_F',RF$F fl11rRj'S7'.PUT UNIT " , , , ., , * * , , 12 
DDI-1
 
WIARIAPLES T0. CE- U.CE
 $ pdpj 4 1 5 '1 5 56D1 6 87D 7 B4C2 
n _ q,? 9 P,6U)2 10 2722 1 84f03 12 BE3 
R6D3 14 F7113 16 SOIL TYP 
TpT C- , EH1. . 4 .0,3;trqCE0 * . . . . 9- pF..TPr'OVEo i I * * * r 3",996 
'4tx!Huuv FORCED LEVEL , a
 
P;IOR PFOHAELtIS, , , 046667 0;16667 016567 01..5667 0,16667 0;16667
 
2EaoRE TRAISFORHATION INTERVAL kAnGE
 
SiRIU.LEAflyllijj X1....lX4HM mr rAPFfgRY Irc;s
vT'sA'I1 ATLORY rsTR TNA 
L.O, NAmE LIFIT LI+IT CoDh CODE NA iE THAN OR EQUAL TO
 











GROUP YtTV 4RT GRASS CCR NON AG GRANSQRG SCY BEAN ALL GP
 
3 F4P1 P3,P392Z 23;R6667 x2,33333 22,501')0 22"93578 210952 23,5b9A9
4 .. . f 4 67__ flgOCO .2090D10 -1 126605 ?.17 ,38 5.. , 64 634 -­
5 P6!'± 24,1c0p0 2(30C00 25,16667 21,50uflO ?2,69725 22247619 23t547 
--	 F.I,92-.i2 2 74z12,333,11 1 a0L3 ;3 III I l t V57%4 -ij, 74042­9 G48
7 P462 313 ,-462 3?;66(61 32;o000r) 31,001O 3,7C642 7,g 31,9574q 
FP? .. 27,64615. 2qI5333 -3$0, 1i.1....261667.27,a074.-3D,;2Jb0- 2795296._­
9 R6P2 42,24359 47;3333J 37*66667 39,500c0 Z9,94495 34;n0Co0 41,59930 
P. 	 r.,7TO .. ?;533Jt.-..,500.. 2100CI) .2 00O 7o00 CO 2721254 
1),j -4,e33 5;$6667 32*;3338q9 33,83323 '4,36697 32,42f57 34,47213
6
1_2 	 3Q6 2 , fC2LflA2667 D V46n 
13 6.,1 37j'744 44 96667 36,5nO00 39116 67 37,2D65 3t;t 6c5 J7 5 3A2 
.l 5793 ___._ _17,57179 ... ?,0!00 .... ,3fl8Pt.2 p6667 1?,5321l.. ,2V'1 ... 8Q159 .­1 
16 SOI. TyP 1,?r-769 2;80000 1,1111i 1,COOO 1,11927 1,00000 1,26132
 
00 -	 -2, 9 u . . ... , Q -10"--- O C- - 2 ...- - 7.41 2 - -IV 

.. 5.TAD.IDy1ATQS__ 	 "___ o" ___ _____ ____ __ 
GROUP" .Tl WETt......... 	 NON GRANSOHA.
 
n1
4 ' 4,Fr,9 d.;52376 4 91097 3,52134 4,02916 269214 4,5e267
5 	
___ 4~~l44 _- 504I,728 od.Q53 3A,)7Q 0 
5 ,');9 ao3 0~ 4(' 2,73904 ,79350 3 ? 029.0 1, 72 
73691 6 P4" 57 2 2 ______3,902 0??_____9_ .4 	 2_____ 
A np5P6 574 6'2ZJ 4 30 87 	 6, 7,6?198'),I .. ,2 ,39 	 6,46998 0 7JZO 
-_ .. ,' __ _ -. _1__._ _, ___ 0 ___- ,'__ ,._ 7'-----Z,,,_ ,C1 
I P 97r2 5 1'f- 8 A912 0 7 4 5, 72 I 4167e56 4 97994 5 1O063 
....11 r).3__ _ __..3 	 4,nI7 7 84P493 ,4 5134..-...  1 ,_ 150541 
12 135n3 6,2u3?± -599r;B.. 7,43600 A,24C '6,62152 4,6612 6,31473 
99__It~ 666 7-.9,15444 	 2____ 0,99429­j4 [17')14 V706 - 5,15006 484234 3, 7610 4,457C 5.32563 2079540 5,0616P 
15 CIloP TYP 0, C, 0; 00.. 
STFP NI'IBFR 2
 
VAR| bLL F TO FORCE V.ARIAE].. TO FORCE TOLEPANP;E
 
RFrOVE LEVEL * ENTER LEVEL
 
. _ . _562 * .	 pF: 5_ _ , 4 _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 
9 BAD? 0,836 * 3 fi4DI 1;380 1 0,796529
 
j6 SOIL TYP 1 4 ._._1
61,876 	 4 F11 t52_217 
4 5 PEI1 1j529 1 0,93i.92 
o6-..7]FlI 	 %fG3.l 966A49 
7 B4W2 01313 1 O,95257B 
. .. 8 S5r2___ .0_511 ? Q,1922315 
1 4 .D2 01$6 1 0 12649 
12 P5r3 2;303 1 0,946325 
14 VD3 2;664 1 0,963575 
U-STATISTIC OR '!LK'F LAMPDA 05b1tll77 DE$FEES OF FREEDOM 2 5 568
 
AF'PLU2JALLF.STATITTnr 5 136 n PQUFEF OF EFFD0O 10 .00 9134 at~
 
LEG..E.SO F" OOH= 567
 






._h,0PA, a_ 3,__ . 3._
6,3 5o 7 

SOY ;IE 16,' 1C t25 116a 	 7,3,. 
I CAT6N 1U6cTOS-CL--iPf 

GKOUP UI, THET GRASS CORN mON OG GRANSORG SOY BEAN 
-- VARIA L L .... . . 
9 PEP2 1;03f5 0,.2_54 CSa'6 CA o,,9?1,5l 87 06 0;74156 
A , 23 4 _J4;_EZWDD_2 4L O 4 Z33'Cl 	 I 45 Ia2ZA 
1126ni 	 -.





GRO'P -P&'RCE,"T 	 KUHPER OF CASES CLAFSI1"sED hTU GROUP ­
"ITWWET GRASS CCRJ HON AG GRANSCRr SOY BEAN 
---- 6 !.TWueT- - 52, .6 	206._____ 2_ 22 A,_. 
GRASS q0,0 	 3 27 0 0 0 0
 
Pdt AG 16,7 2 0 0 3 
G-.G''JSo1___ O, 46 1 5 p4 1_
SOY |flN 7j,4 	 5 0 0 1 0 15 
TOTAL 43,7 256 51 29 94 0 132 
JAC1C.If'ED CLASSIFIC-4TION 
A, OtiP PFRCE-'T NLIPiER OF CASES CLASSIFIED INTO GROUP ­
. ... . .9R,iE C-T
 
WIITWIrT GRASS CORN 'ON AG GRANSORC SOY BEAN 
526_ 	 A3 P. 71) 
G-tSS 90,0 a 27 Q0 0 0 
___CrPA1. 6 2 0 a 9 
NO" An 0, 2 0 0 0 1 3 
46 . 5 24 n- 3 
SOY SEAN 71,4 5 o 0 ± n 15 
TOTAL 43,4- 267 52 29 93. 	 132 
S U "'-A Y TABLE
 
STEP VA;IARL.E 	 F VALUE TO NUIBER OF U-STATISTIC APPOX14A'E
 
____S EEP_._ _ _ P-L --- - t--. RR.., I" ._ __ F.S.TAT I EIft 
, 16 SOIL TYp 64,837- 1 0j6366 64,837 
F 9 	 In a-562 
DD1-5
 
Percent of Variation Between Groups Explained 
Eigenvalues 0.63539 0.05226 
Percentage 92.40 7.60 
Canonical Correlations 
0.62332 0.22286 
___ !62..._ p49.U.___,; 5 n.. 
16 SOIL IyP -1;4661 0,71042 
CO':STv T 4;49658 -3",n538 




W_ 1_ , nj 9,).931 
_S ',4-* -. 2_________-_____" 
____"_ 
A S4 -, -(I* 5P3 11 
'lONiq AG 0,41171 :o;39997
 










GROUP Mean Symbol Symbol 
Coordinates for Cases for Mean 
Winter wheat 0.07 -0.01 A 
Grass -3.28 1.49 B 
Corn 0.49 -0.32 C 
Non-agriculture 0.61 -0.31 D 
Grain sorghum 0.36 -0.19 E 
Soybeam 0.86 -0.59 F 
DD1-7
 
OVflRLAO W~ riFrn K*T''"0Va..^ atO.+a*,.. 
4 5* 
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OVEPLAr O'"I FrRrNT 'RrUPS IS Tt'flCA1En BYo . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. 
a .*.* 
..... . .A ±4t 4 A4±tl... . *4.* tt .L tt ± a.j .. ,4- --. 
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CAN(ThCAL VARIA2LE± 
APPENDIX DD2 
Discriminont Analysis of SALINE County
 
Without Using Soil Type
 
BrJPIM - STEPWISE DISCRIrIN NT ANALYSIS. 
HEALTH SCIENCES CCMPUTING FACILITY 
UbIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES 
. IN 	 THIS VErSION OF B1'DP7M 
-- GROUPCCES.OR CUTPCINTS MUST_ BE STATED. 
PROGRAM CONTROL INFOFATION 
PROBLL? TITLE --. SALINE CO. SHP i. ERTS + GT./ 
INPUT 
..... UNIT - 12. 
OCCE 'SALINE Co. 
- -CONTENT 'OATA'. 
LAEL SALINE CO SAMFLE 11./ 
VARIAB AD0 C. 
NAME = ,OWCQLUHt','BAD&' ,'a5De&OV ,'B7Q1 %B402, 
......	 _"85cr2"0'E02" ,RO2",'E-.03,E533__ B6_03" ,Be70 3" 
"CROP TYP','SOIL TYP*,*CROP-SOL'.
 
USE = 	 3,4,5,6,7_,6,10,11,12,13,14.
~LABEL = 1,2. 





= "WINTWHEU'GRASS','CORN',NON AG', 





=1,2. ,1 56d e~i,1,2IA1. 
.... t'ONICAL. 
G RCUP.= _1___,.,___ ____ ___ ___.____ ___ __1,___ 
DI SCR II N A, NT 
. ..... METHOD =_2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
JACKKNIFE./ 
. __E t__._. 
PPOfLEH TITLE. ..... ,SALINE CO. SHP i. ERTS + GT 
NUIeFP OF VA IGeLES TO FEA- IN. . . . . . . . . 17 
-- __ NUML1ER-OF VAFdAE-LES flOJEC- BY -TRANSFOPM.TIONS. 0 
TOIAL NIUVROF VARIABLES. .. ............ ..... 17
NUMUFF OF CASES _TO tEtO IN.................. 	 mO3_00 0
 
CAS E LACr.LING VADIACLES ..................... .. POW CCLUMN 
LIMITS AMO MISSING NPLUE CHECKED BEFORE TRANSFORATIONS 
INPUT UNIT NUMBER .. .' o •... .-....... . -,. --.2 





ORIGINAL PAGE I P0g6
 
15 
.VAIAELES TO BE USE­
3 8401 4 B5CI 5 360! 6 87O1 7 9402 
8 85C2 9 Bs0. 10 87C2 11 9403 12 85D3 
13 8603 14 BC3 
TCLEPA CE. . . ,•• • 001'3 
rF-TO-EPTLR . . - . - .. 4.000 
F-TO-REMOVE. . . . . . . . 3.996 
_ MEPB • ,, , ,,,





.r.1ZXIMU NUM.BER OF STEP. 34 
PFIOR PFOBABILITIES. , . . 0.16667 0.1666? 0.16667 0.i6(6? 0.16667 016667 
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION INTERVAL RANGE
 
V.RIAE.LE MINIMUM MAXIMUM1 MISSING CATEGORY CATEGO Y GREATER LESS THAN
 
NO. NAME LIMIT LIMIT CODE CODE NAME THAN OR EQUAL TO
 















GROUP x0VPILE . .. WXNTWkFT . . . GRASS . CO0RN . .... ... . . . . . NON AG N... . . . GRANSORG SOY SEAN ALL GF 
3 u4c± 23.89231 23.86667 22.33333 22.50000 22.93578 2t.e"9 2 23.56969 
4 85 D±i _ __ 2±.15385 22.46667 19.00000._2__ 0. 000000 19. 26605 17.ZO95 20.64634 
5 860± 24. 10000 26.30000 25"16667 21.50000 22.69725 22.47619 23.89547 
.- 6 B7C - 11.84872 12.96667 12.33333 10.81333 11.13761 10.81714 11.74042 
7 8402 31.38462 3?,66667 S2.C030" .0a%00 3170642Ii064?47 32.19048 
8 esCz 27. 64Ei.5 29.53333 R .11111 28.16667 27.8C734 30.23510 27.9529f 
9 86r.2 42.24359 47.33333 ?37.66667 39.5003i 39.§4495 34.G00000 41.59930 
i 0702 22.72C51 25.53333 t9..50000 21.00000 2.1000 17.0fl000 22.21254 
11 B4c3 34.63333 35.55667 32.38889 33.83333 34.36697 32.42857 34.47213 
.. 1153 .13.934 6 36.21000 '0..33333 32.0Jf 33.48624 28.bb6F7 33.64460 
13 V'6C3 3719744 44.96667 36.50000 39.±6667 37,25668 36.30095 3758362 
-- 14 8703 17:57179 22.00000 . 17.38889 19. 66667 . ?.5321i ... 17.28571 17.8013s 
15 CFOP TYP 1.OOOOb 2.00000 3.00000 s.o00oo 8o000o 11. 00000 2.85192 
COUNTS 39D. 30. 18. 6. ±09. 21. 574. 
MSTANbDARD DEV3ATIONS 
GROUP =l WINTWHET GRASS CORN NON AG GRANSORG SOY BEAN ALL GP 
VARIAeLr 
-. . 
3 0&1 3.12362 2.81294 2.80755 1.37846O 2.E3268 i.a1Os . . 2.96168 
[51______4.80059 4.52376 4.91097 3.52136 .091 2.69Z±4 4.58267 
5 r6n1 5.51.790 5.4446 3.56865 2.58844 4.73?68 6.35310 5.36053 
6 C7C1 3.29833 3.35845.._... 2.91j43 1.72240 2.73C04 3.7-350 3.20C29 
7 04D2 3.69127 3.31489 3.67823 2.00G00 3.29225 3.8288 3.59205 

















.- B4 3 3.54282 3.1i376' 4.43*34 4.0278' 3. 52152 1.7?6 4 3.5C541 
.12 B5[3 .. 2e3s1 5.99a0a 7.43600 8.12404 6.62852 4.06612 6.31470 
13 86C3 9.14384 8.5420 7.51665 6.67563 9o1544 5.52599 4.95429 
14 87C3 ....... . .15006 _ 4.4234 3.721 ... 4.5ZA 5.32563 2.7954Q _ .0616a 
15 CFOP TYP 0. 0,. 0. 0. 0. 
SIEF NLMBER -- I---
VARIABLE. ENTERED 9 E6DZ
 
VARIABLE . . F TO FOFCE VARIAeLE F TO FORCE TOLERANCE 
REMOVE LEVEL * ENTER LEVEL 
OFm 5_ 568 0F= 5 567.__ 
98BD2 12.877 1 3 84DI 1.54 1 0.798530 
4 BSCI 1.445 1 0. 45644 
-
5 B601 1.6i9 1 0.931699 
6 87C1 ii 5 ± 0.966690 
7 34C2 1.534 1 0.;5a241 
8 8502 1.450 1 0,924713 
10 B702 0.929 1 0.127840 
11 84&3 1.931 t 0.980465 
12 65D3 2.076 1 0.94a222 
13 B603 3.052 1 0.9553961 
I1 BD3 3.348 1 096374 
U--TAT-ISTIC OF Hw1LKS LAHECA 0.8981878 LEGREES OF FREEDOM 1 5 568
 
SLA_FPROXIMATE F-STATISTIC 12.877 DEGREES OF FREEZOM 5.00 568.CO
 
F - MATRIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM= 1 568
 
hINTWH GRASS CORN NON AG GRANSO 
GRASS 15.6i 
CORN 7.83 22.83 
NON AG Q.97 E.6E 0.33 
-C R o 9;7~l 27-,8S 177 0_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
SOY EE _ 9.41 47.70. Z.83 3.G7 13.52 
CLASSIFICATIfl FUNCTICS 
GROUP = WINTVHET GRASS CORN NON AG GRANSORG SOY SEAN 
- VREL 0.91758 1.02813 O.18i16 0.85798 0.16765 8.73852 






GROUP PERCENI NUMEER OF CASES CLSSIFIEO INTO GROLP ­
_ _COF.... R EC T___T _ 
WINTWHET GFASS CORN NON AG GR&NSCRG SOY BEAN
 
_IINTWHET 2C.0 78 165 34 12 27 74 -
GRASS 76,7 5 23 2 O 9 0 
CORN i.1 2 5 2 0 C 9 
AG 3,.ON 1 2 0 0 03
 
GRANSCRG 1.9 25 2E l2 2 13 31
 
SOY BEAN 71.4 3 3 0 0 0 15
 
1TWEAL 22.8 114 224 50 14 40 13z 
JA0CKNIFED CLASS IFTCAT1OI
 
--GOUP.... bER1- f.UrBER OF CASES CLASSIFIED INTO GROUP -
WINTWIET GRASS CORN NON AG GRANSORG SOY BEAN
 
___ INIT6ET 20.0 78 165 34 12 27 74 
GRASS 76.7 5 23 2 0 D 0 
__.CRx 11.1 2 5 2 a u 9 
NON AG 0. 1 2 0 0 0 3 
___GRANSCFG -1-.9 25 26 iz 2 13 3± 
SOY BEAN 71.4 3 3 0 0 0 5 





STEP VARIAELE F VALUE TO NUMBiR OF F-STATISTIC






1 9 BiD 12.6769 - , D.8982 ±2877 
DD2-5
 









.... VARA2tLE CO.FFICIEHTS FC9 CANONICAL VARIABLES 
_ 9 B6.C2 __ _-. rO1 473. _ 09O0 9 _ _ 







- SOY BEAN 
NONICAL VAFI
-3.0S4.6 





















GROUP 	 Mean Symbols Symbols 
Coordinates for Cases for Means 
Winter wheat -0.09 0.0 A 
Grass -0.85 0.0 B 
Corn 0.58 0.0 C 
Non-agriculture 0.31 0.0 D 
Grain sorghum 0.24 0.0 E 
Soybeam 1.12 0.0 F 
DD2-7
 
OVERLAP OIF DIFFERENT GROUPS XS INDICATED By *' 
. .4.. .. ... . ... ....................... * . * .... * .... 4 ..... + *.l.
* 4 .. . .. ....... ..... .......  ..
3.'75 + + 
3.00 + 








cCIO8L--- . . 






- -.1 .5g - ___________________ 
2.25 + + 
. ..... ..... .... .. . . ... ... .. _ 5 .. _. . -_.......... - . __ .... . .. . . ........ . .. .. .. . 
-* -3,0 -2.0 -5 -.5 0 0 1 15 2, 2 3 . 0 
- .4 -.. -3 a - . 1.... .A 4.0 
CANONICAL VARIAEIE ± 
OVERLAP O O 
3.75 + 
IFFEREt f 










. ....... P n.....4...........+....4.........4.. +. * 
+ 
3. 4 







__ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ 
Aa,, 
L 
-. 750 4 , 
.. . 
LAOIA 
.. .. . 
.750 *F. 








Finney County LACIE Intensive Study Site 
Computer compatible tape coordinates 
FR 255 LR 400 
FC 180 LC 395 
20 Bands of ERTS data from 5 dates: 
ERTS Observation ID's Date 
1456-16551 Oct. 23, 1973 
1636-16460 Apr. 20, 1974 
1654-16453 May 8, 1974 
1672-16450 May 26, 1974 
1708-16435 July 1, 1974 
Rotation and distortion parameters for ground truth bands to overlay ERTS bands. 
+ 	16.20 Rotation 
.116 pel/pel vertical stretch-at upper left 
.05714 pel/pel horizontal stretch at upper left 
Soil types taken from map of Finney County reconnaissance soil conservation 
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 1947.
 
Crop types were identified from landuse data'collected by ASCS, June, 1974,
 
prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
 




Ellis County LACIE Intensive Study Site 
Computer compatible tape coordinates 
20 Bands of ERTS data from 4 dates: 
ERTS Observation ID's Dates 
1455-16432 Oct. 21, 1973 
1689-16382 Mar. 24, 1974 
1672-16444 May 26, 1974 
1726-16425 July 19, 1974 
Rotation and distortion parameters for ground truth bands to overlay ERTS bands. 
Soil types taken from map of Ellis County reconnaissance soil conservation
 
survey from Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 1947.
 
Crop types were identified from landuse data collected by ASCS, June, 1974,
 
prepared by FSO, Cartographic Laboratory Earth Observation Division,
 
S &AD JSC/NASA, Houston, Texas, September, 1974.
 
F-i 
